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Summary

Many automatic document retrieval systems represent documents and

reqUests for documents as nimeric vectors that indicate the subjects

treated by the document or query. This study investigates relevance feed-

back, a process that allows user interaction with, such a retrieval system,
r-/

dr
The user is presented with a small set of possibly relevant docuMents, And

is asked to judge each as relevant or nonrelev'ant to' his request. The nu-.

meric vectors representing the judged documents are used to modify the nu-

meric vector representing the query; and the new query vector ts used to

retrieve a more appropriate set of documents. The relevance feedback pko-

cess can be iterated as often as desired. Several feedback algorithms are

investigated in a collection of 200 documents and 42 queries. Two distinct

viewpoints are taken in evaluation; one measures the movement of the query

vector toward the optimum query defined by 'Rocchio; the other measures the

retrieval experienced by the user during the feedback process. Seveil

performance measures are reported from each evaluation viewpoint. Both

evaluation methods indicate that relevance feedback is an effective process.

All algorithms tested that use only relevant document-vectors for

feedback provide equally good retrieval. Such algorithms should supply

additional documents to any user who judges every document presnted fdr

feedback to be nonrelevant.1 Algorithms using nonrelevant'docum4t vectors

for feedback improve the retrieval obtained by these users without thquiring

additional relevance judgments.
U.

/
The relev ce feedback algorithms tested are based o the assumption

that- the vectors re esenting the documents relevant to a qup are clustered

7
in the same area of the document space. The conoyision that no tested rele-

,



vance feedback algorithm is completely appropriate for the experimental
5

environment is supported by a hypothesis that explains the observed con-

trasts:between the behavior cf strategies using onll(relevant documents for

feedback and that of strategies using nonrelevant documents. This hypothesis

states that for most. queries, some relevant document vectors are separated

from others' by one or more nonrelevani document vectors. The implications

of this result for fUture research in relevance feedback, partial search or

multi-level'strategies, multiple query strategies, request clustering, and

document vector modification are discussed, and useful evaluation measures

and new algorithms for these areas are suggested.
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The present proliferation of technical and scientific books

and articles is too much of a good thing. The so-called "information

explosion" has created ,a need for new methods of document classifica-

tion and tetrieval with the following characteristics:

)

1) The number of expert indexers and librarians obtainable

is completely inadequate for processing such a 1:1=e of

information, even in a cursory manner. An aut;o&tic.com-

puterized system is needed. DJ

2) Even with high speed computers, the retrieval operation

must be simple in order to minimize time and cost.

3) The user shoilld not be required to understand the detailed

operation of the system. For this reason, the system

,should ideally respond to information requests in natural

.11122u-222.

This study deals with an experimental automatic document re-

trieval system that meets these requirements. Within this experi-

mental system, several retrieval algorithms that permit user inter-

action with the search process are evaluated. All of these techniques

employ user judgment of the relevance of certain selected documents to

1?is request, and are called "relevance feedback" algorithms.

Section I of this report describes several methods of auto-.

matic document retrieval, and details the experimental retrieval sys-

tem used in this study (the SMART system [3]). Section II examines

several means of user interaction with an automatic retrieval system,

and summarizes the results of some prior experiments with user inter-

action in the SMART system(. In Section III the results of earlier.



experiments with several relevance feedback algorithms are presented.

Section IV details the features of the experimental environment of this

"study. In Section V, means of evaluating the performance of an infor-

mation retrieval system are discussed, an the evaluation measures and

statistical tests used in this study are described. Section VI. contains

the results of relevance feedback experiments in five areas. In Section

VI.r.A.K.,eleYance feedback results in .two document collections are compared.

Section VI -B' compares feedback algorithms that:use only information from

the documents judged ';relevant` by the user, and Section VI-C examines

the effect on these algorithMs, of,-the number of documents used for feed-
,

back. Section VI-D investigates ,strategies

relevant and nonrelevantdocumentt4,and Se

the comparative usefulness of

queries. In Section.MII

that use information from

tion VI-E further studies

these strategies for

the last section of this

different types of

study, the results

of these levance
/
feedback experiments are used to support recommen-

dations for interactive document retrieval systems, and to
/

guidelinet for future experiments with regard to relevance

algorithms, evaluation of feedback

tegies, multiple query strategies,

document vector modification.

suggest

feedback

performance, partial search stra-

request clustering; and permanent



Relevance Feedback

In An Automatic Document Retrieval System
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Chapter I

Automatic Document Retrieval Systems

The conventional library classifies documents by numeric subject

codes which are assigned manually (Dewey decimal system, Library of Congress

system). Cross-indexing irprovided in a card file by. "subject" title,

and author. Both the numeric index and the "subject/-cross-indexing may

be inadequate for retriei.ial. .A book .on the intersection of two subjects

(e.g., "The Aerodynamics of Bikds") or on ,a new subject (e.g., automata

theory --- is it mathematics; computerAciencq, logic?) is hard to classify

and therefore hard to find, unless the librarian is asked where he filed

it. A fully automatic system must duplicate the function of this librarian

by extracting information from a natural language request and retrieving

precisely those documents most likely to be -needed by the requestor.

One method of subject classification that is used'in automatic

retrieval systems assigns to each document a list of subject identifiers,

often called "keywords". This list can be treated as a binary vector by

associating a positionA.n the vector with each possible keyword in the

retrieval system. The Value in a vector position is one if the associated

keyword is assigned to the document described by the vector, zero other-

wise.. Retrieval systems operated by NASA and by the National Library of

Medicine (Medlars) use this type of subject classification [2). In both

of these automatic retr1evai systems, keywords are assigned to documents

manually by subject experts.

An extension of keyword indexing represents each document as a

pbsitive weighted concept vector rather than a binary vector. Each clossi-

fication concept is weighted to indicate its importance in the document.
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In the SMART retrieval system, these concepts and weights are assigned by

automatic processing ofthe natural language text of each document or
4

abstract [3].

The user's query in an automatic information retrieval system can

take several forms. The user may be asked to formulate his query using

a restricted language. This language usually includes the set of -keywords

defined for .the collection and sometimes the Boolean operations "and",
."0

"or", and "not". In the NASA system the user can assign values to each

keyword instead of uSing.the logical operations. Cross-referencing and

hierarchal relationships among keywords can be used in both the NASA and

Medlars systems to refine or expand the user's initial querY. Both systems

require the user to understand the indexing system in order to formulate

effective search requests.

In the SMART retrieval system, the user is asked to phrase his

query in natural language. The query is then processed in the same way as

the document abstract, and a query concept vector is created. Logical

relationships are not used in the query analysis.

SMART provides a fully automatic information storage and retrieval

system of relatively simple form. Document abstracts are analyzed to

construct representative concept vectors which are stored in the computer.

When a user types a natural-language request into the system, it is con-

verted to a concept vector representation in the same manner. Several

types of automatic text-to-vector conversions have been used with the

SMART system [3]. A list of common words to be ignored in constructing
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the concept vector is provided. A suffix dictionary is used to reduce all

words to word stem form. A word stem thesaurus which treats each distinct

word stem as a concept in the concept vector is used as an experimental

standard. Frequency characteristics may be used to eliminate some concepts

("partialstem thesaurus"), for example, words occurring'less than five or

More than 100 times in a given collection may be eliminated. This study

uses a.thesaurus, which was constructed semi-automatically for the subject

area of, aeronautical engineering. This -"regular thesaurus" recognizes

synonyms; that is, it converts words of the same meanang.to the same con-

cept, providing better retrieval performance than the stem thesaurus (4].

The degree of relationship between a query and a document is deter-

mined in the SMART system by some "distance function" of the query and

document concept vectors. The most effective of the distance functions

tested in SMART appears to be the cosine correlation, which measures the

angle between concept vectors in n-dimensional space (4,5). The'cosine

coefficient of two concept vectors ranges from 0 to 1, and Is found by the

formula

n

E r. s.

cos (r,$) = 1
1 1

The process of determining the relation-ship of each'document in the

collection (or some subset thereof) to the user's query is called a "search"

operation. The distance function is used to assign to each document a
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correlation coefficient indicating the relationship between the Concept

vector for that document and the query vector. The document identification

numbers are then ordered by correlation coefficient and are assigned ranks

from one to N (number of documents being searched) for evaluation purposes.

The document cost closely related to the user's query is assigned the ,rank

1 (considered the "highest" rank).

The retrieval algorithm is the goal of any information retrieval

system. For each query, the system must produce a set of documents relevant

to the reT7.estor's need. In the SAART system the retrieval algorithm can

be varied experimentally. The retrieval algorithm applies the search

operation; it may select subsets of documents to be searched, and it may

conduct :everal search operations in response to one user request. _ The

details of the retrieval operation are the primary concern of this study.
. .

One of the simlest retrieval alg-)rit'hms, here called the "full

gearch" algorithm, performs one search operation using the entire document

collection, and selects for retrieval the highest n documents in the

\

rankd list resulting from the search operation.., In an operating system

each user could select this n; in the SMART system n is an experimental

parameter.
1



Chapter II

User Interaction With An On-Line Retrieval System

The full search retrieval algorithm returns to the user the n

documents with concept vectors "closest" to the query.Vector as.measured by

the angle between vectors (cosine correlation). If the user's original

query is an accurate and complete description (in "concepts") of his need,

and if the documents relevant to the usdr-ire clustered "close" together in

the space of concept vectors, this algorithm" carp} isolate these few, relevant

items from a large collection of irrelevant material.. HOwever, neither of

these conditions is common in practice. It is evident from experiments

with the SMART system that a user familiar with the subject area but 4aware

of vocabulary and word freqUency effects on the search process is unlikely

to formulate.an initial query that provides optimum retrieval [6]. It is

unreasonable, however, to expect each user to understand the .fine[ details

of the document classification system.

Further, there is evidence in the experimental document'collection.

used here. that the documents judged relevant by.the users are not alwa's

P

clustered neatly in the concept vector space. Even with full knowledge

of the document collection it is often impossible to formulate a single

query that will rank all relevant documents above all nonrelevantjdocu-
\

ments. This may indicate flaws in the text-to- vector mapping used for

this, study. However, the needs-of the human users of document'collections

are so diverse that a subject classification system appropriate for all

queries may not exist, or may be impractical to implement.

Since the user s original query is often inadequate, some, sort of

,-user interaction with the retrieval operation is desirable. The user of a-
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a

manual retrieval system such as a library might at first ask a general and

unclear question. The librarian, using his knowledge of the docuMent

collection, might then ask the user a few questions and show him a few
a-

books in an attempt to pinpoint his needs. Recent technological develop-

ments encourage the investigation of similar types of user feedback in

automatic retrieval systems. Large capacity random access memory devices

allow the storage of natural language document titles and abstracts. On-\

line low speed terminals and time-sharing techniques may be used to provide

real time interaction with many users at once, at several convenient loca-

tions.

Two major considerations arise in such an on-line system. In the

present.bdt -processing systems, such as NASA and Medlars-[2] immediate -

response to the user is not necessary. In an interactive system the com-

puter time required to process a single query takes on anew importance.

The low input-output speed's of I those terminals appropriate for inter-

active applications introduce a second limitation .(7]. For example, typing

out a single document abstract on a typewriter terminal could easily, con-

sume more time than the computer retrieval operation. An interactive

.document r trieval system therefore requires an efficient retrieval algo-

rithm and &minimum of necessary interactive input and output.

Several methods-of user interaction have been tested in the SMART

system using the document collection empl yed in this study (the 'Cranfield

200' collection described in Section IV). Results of this investigation [6]

are summarized below.
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..

f
p.

The interactiveutrategies tested vAn be divided into pre-search

and post-search algorithms. In pre-search interNction, information is

presented to the user and a new query is constructed by him before the

search operation takes place. The "repeated concepts" algorithm asks the

user to choose one or more of his query terms to be repeated for ezphasis.

The "word frequency" technique displays for the user the frequencies with

which his query terms occur in the document collection. The user is them.

invited to eliminate or change query terms that are too common or too rare

to be useful for retrieval. Both of these displays help the uninformed

user to take advantage of the effects of d'freouency in a rqtr4val

system using frequency-weighted vectors for pcuiuent classificatio The

"thesaurus display" supplies Synonyms and terfr related to the terms of the

initial query from a stored thesauruso,approriate to the subject area. The

thesaurus used for this display in reference 6 is the "regular thesaurus"

described in Section I of this report. Since the same thesaurus can be

incorporated automatically into the SMART system, manual and automatic

thesaurus Procedures are compared in reference 6. The automatic applica-
,

tion of the thesaurus to document and query vectors gives better retrieval

results than the manual thesaurus display, except at low recall levels.

The "source document display" exhibits concepts assigned to a relevant

document known to the user before retrieval. When this display is used in

addition to the automatic thesaurus, results are better than with automatic

thesaurus alone.

Post-search techniques display the partial results of an initial
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search operation so that the user can reformulate his query and request

another search. These algorithms may be iterated as often as the user

*M1

desires. All post-search algorithms share a common disadvantage, the com-

puter tine required for several search operations. The time is well spent,

however, for all post - Search techniques investigated give better retrieval

than automatic thesaurus display. "Title display" which displays the

titles of the first n (in this reference n=5), documents retrieved by the

initial query, provides better retrieval than thesaurus display except at

high recall. "Abstract display", which displays n full abstracts, requires

more output time and more time for user thought, but gives consistently:,

better. performance than title display. A variation of "relevance feedback",

t%e technique investigated in this study, gives retrieval results nearly
M1 4

comparable to abstract display. Moreover, this report gives more effective

variations of the relevance feedback algorithm than the version used by

Lesk and Salton.* When pre-search and post-search information is combined,

manual thesaurus display followed by abstract display gives better retrieval

than either method alone. Adding word fregaency infoiMation to the combi-

nation is helpful when the word stem thesaurus is used.

Estimates of the search cost per query show that abstract display,

which gi*ves the best overall performance of the methods tested, is the

most expensive. The other post-search algorithms, title display and rele-

vancefeedback, are more costly than any pre-search me hod. Relevance

feedback requires the least user effort of arty post-search strategy. Lesk

*Lesk and Salton use the Q0 Strategy with N egnal to 5.
See Sections VI 7C and VI-D for more effectie0 algorithms.
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and Salton 16) recommend the following algorithms:

a) For normal users needing high recall, automatic thesaurus

followed by automatic relevance feedback.

b) For highest precision when high recall is not required,

word stem matching followed by'title display.

c) For experienced and patient users needing maximum perfor-

mance, thesaurus display plus frequency information followed

by abstraCt display.

The Lesk and Salton study shows that relevance feedback is one of

the most effective user, interaction techniques. In relevance feedback,

the user given a small set of items retrieved using his original query.

He is then asked to judge which items of this set are relevant to his needs.

This information is used to automatically produce a new query for another

search. This feedback process can be iterated'as often as desired. Rele-

vance feedback has a definite psyChological advantage over abstract display;

the user is not required "eo make sophisticated decisions in rephrasing his

own query. Instead, he can supply much information'to the xetrieval system

at little effort by saying in effect "T want documents on the same subject

as this document". The stored abstract of a chosen relevant document con-

tains a more detailed description of the subject than a user would care to

type as a :;uery. In the experimental colleCtion, the document vectors

have approximatQlly ten times as many concepts as the query vectors, so the

user submits a ten times more detailed "query" simply by typing a document

identifying number.
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The isadvantages of relevance feedback should be reiterated. Like
1/

abstract display, relevance feedback requires the system output of document

abstracts or information of comparable detail. Also, multiple searches of

the document collection are made. Designers of retrieval systems must

decide whether the extra output time and computer time is justified by the

retrieval improvements obtained.

4.4



Chapter III

Prior Investigations
Of The Relevance Feedback Retrieval Algorithm

Rocchio 18,9,10) suggests an algorithm for relevance feedback based

on the properties of the distance function used. If the set of relevant

documents is known, the query that will be "closest" to this set of docu-

ments and furthest from the set of non-relevant documents can be formed.

If the cosine correlation is used as a distance function, this ideal query

is

q = N
'r r

111(ri)2 Al if-7T-
V (s )

where each r is the vector describing a document relevant to the user's

query, and each si is the vector describing a document not relevant. Thus'

N
r is the number of documents in the collection that are relevant to the

request, and N
s

is the number of non-relevant documents, or the remainder

of the collection.
uY

This ideal query is useless for retrieval, because if the docu-

ments relevant to each request were known, a retrieval operation would not

be needed. Rocchio suggests that tr deal query might be approadhed by

iteration. The user.is asked to mauve relevance judgments on a small

retrieved set of documents, and this set is used to update the former

query as follows:

n
q1.

+1
= n

r
n
s

+ ns/
1

- n (A)
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where n
r

and n
s

are the numbers of .relevant and non-relevant documents
k

retrieved by the previous search operation.

Rocchio investigated relevance feedback using.formula A and the

SMART retrieval system [9]. A set of seventeen natural language search

requests and a °collectionof 405 abstracts of articles published in IRE

L.

Transactions on Electronic Computers (March-September, 1958) were indexed

using a SMART regular thesaurus (Section II). Relevance judgments for

the sample queries were constructed by A manual search of,the entire docu-

ment collection. Average retrieval results for the colledtion described

are improved by two iterations of the relevance feedback process described

in formula A. Rocchio suggests construction of multiple queries when the

documents desired are not clustered in the document vector space.

Another investigation of a relevance feedback system was based on

the'ADI collection", a collection of 82 documents presented at a confer-

ence on documentation. Thirty-five queries were constructed for this

collection, and the documents considered relevant to those requests were

_specified by the two originators of the queries. The investigation of

relevance feedback in the ADI collection was conducted by Riddle,' Horwitz,

and Dietz [11]. They used 22 of the 35 queries and studied a slightly

different algorithm for modifying the search query. Their formula is:

Qi+1 = Qi + a Er r.

1

(E)

Three differences from Rocchio'd formula are immediately apparent:
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The descriptor vectors are not normalized by their length.

In Rocchio's formula, the change to the weight of concept

a in the query depends not only'on the weight assigned to

concept a in a retrieved document vector but also on the

length of that document vector; that is, on the number of

other-concepts and on the magnitudes of weights in the

document vector. This is not the case in the Riddle,

Horwitz, and Dietz formula. When the latter formula is

used, for instance, a document with generally highly weighted
,/

concepts changes the 4uery more tha4 does a document with

generally lower weighted concepts, the number of concepts

being equal. Weight magnitudes being roughly equal, a

document with more concepts changes the query more than

one with fewer. Rocchio's formula compensates for these

effects.

b) The parameter a, which is the one variable in the above

formula, is constant for all queries. Rocchio'siformula

uses a different multiplier for each query; the multi-

plier being dependcpt on the numbers of relevant and non-

relevant documents retrieved (n
r

and n ).

c) The non-relevant documents retrieved on the previous

,iterations are not used to update the query. However,

Riddle, Horwitz, and Dietz tested a "negative heuristic

strategy" which uses the two non-relevant documents

first retrieved (the two which the system falsely judges

most relevant to the query) to update those queries that

retrieve no further relevant documents on the first feedback

iteratim. For such.queries the formula becomes:

1
Q. a

+1 1

n
r

r. OIN

2

1

s.
1

(C)
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The feedback Algorithm of Riddle, Horwitz, and Dietz produces an

improvement in performance on most of the queries tested. The three

experimenters recommend that the variable a in their formula be set to 1

for the first iteration and then increased by 1 for eachsubsevent

iteration (called "increasing alpha strategy"). They also recommend

their negative heuristic strategy (formula C).

Crawford and Melzer (121 have tested a relevance feedback stra-

tegy that ignores the original query after thp initial search if a rele-
.

vant ocument is found. Their algorithm is:

If at least one relevant document is retrieved within the

first n documents, the original query is ignored and one additional

relevant document is used for each iteration:

4i +1
r.

1+

But if no relevant documents are retrieved within'the first n

Q2 = Q1 S1

On iterations after the first, the second formula of their strategy is not

used.

Using the Cranfield 200 document collection (Section IV), Crawford

and Melzer found their strategy superior to formula B when a = 1.

Steinbuhler,and Aleta [13] have tested RoCchio's algorithm in the

ADI collection, for the 'worst c so' when only non-relevant documents are



available for feedback after the first search operation. The information

from non-relevant documents alone, when used to modify the query according

to formula.A, given better retrieval than the initial query.

Kelly (14] proposes an addition to the .relevance feedback algo-

rithm when norelevant documents are retrieved. He points out that in

these cases no neW concepts arc added to the query, and recommends adding

-concepts that occur frequently in the document collection. He tested this ,

recotmendation on sets of artificially constructed 'query' and 'document'

vectors with success. However, Steiinbuhler and Aleta (13], found that

adding frequent concepts to the query degraded performance in the ADI

collection.

The results reported in Section VI oE this study give further t

insight into the problems investigated by the five earlier studies cited.

Section VII uses both tha earlier studies and the present report to

support recommendations for document retrieval systems.
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Chapter D.4,

Environment Of The Reported Experiments

The present study of relevance feedback compares several related

formulas for query modification. The following general formula is avail-

able to the experimenter:

min (na, n
r

) min( n )

Q O + Qo+a 7- r. + S.
1 -1 1 . 1

(D)

where nr + ns (see formula A, Section 1) equals N, the number of documents

retrieved for feedback.

.The experimental variables are a, w, n
a

n
o

, and N. The para-

meter a is positive, and.Wei7hts all incoming relevant documents relative

to other contributors to the query (previous query, initial query, non-

relevant documents). The parameter TT permits the previous query to be

increased in weight relative to the incoming documents. Q0 is the initial

query, as opposed to the query of the previous iteration; w permits the

j' initial query to be used as part of the new query (see Section 38) . The

parameter p should theoretically be negative, as it permits some signifi-

cance to be attached to the non-relevant documents retrieved. The para-

meter n
a

(n
b
) permits some specific number of relevant (non-relevant)

documents to be used in the query even if nr (n ns) is larger. It is

assumedthatther.and s
i
are indexed in order of decreasing relevande

(as determined by the system) to the query; that is, the n
a
relevant

documents (or n
b non-relevant documents) used in the new query will be

those closest in the descriptor space to the previous query. The flexl-
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bility of this formula permits the investigation of several feedback

strategies.

The system also provides the following formula to simulate Rocchio's

algorithm:

min(n n )
r a

Q.
1+1

= n..n Q. + w Qc + n r.-n
r is r

min(n
s

n
b

)

S.
3.

(E)

Formula E does not normalize the vectors lengths as is done in Rocchio's

algorithms formula A) .

The document collectioh used in this study (the "Cranfield"

collection) contains 200 documents from the field of'aerodynamics, chosen

from a library of 1400 documents. For this'collection, there are 42 queries,

constructed by some of the authors of the 1400 documents; these requeStors

are also responsible for the relevance' judgments.

The concept vectors desc-iibing document and queries are'quite

sparse for the "Cranfield" collection. The maximum number of concepts

used to describe one document is 85v out of si possible 552 concepts. The

largest weight given to any concept in any document descriptor is 288.

The query description vectors are sparser by one order of magnitude and

shorter than the document descriptors. -The maximum number of concepts

used in a single query vector is 13; the largest weight in any query vector

is 24. The largest number of documents relevant to a single.query is 12,

or six percent of the collection. The comparative brevity of the, query

vectors in this collection is typical in technical documentfretrieval,
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because document abstracts generally contain more detailed information than

user queries.

The characteristics of an experimental document collection determine

the extent to which experimental results typify retrieval behavior in

'real' ,document three collections described in this itudy

are much too small to require sophisticated retrieval techniques. However,

the Cranfield 200 document collection'is more realistic than the ADI and

IRE collections for three reasons.

First, more,queries are available for the Cranfield 200 collection.
, /

The number of queries available is important in judging the statistical

significance of experimental results.

Second, the documents in the Cranfield 200 collection were chosen

from a more typical environment. The ADI collection consists of short

papers all presented at the same conference. The papers in the IRE

collection/were all published in the same magazine within a seven-month

periOd. By contrast, the 1400 documents in the full Cranfield collection

were, in effect selected by knowledgable authors from the field of aero-

dynamics, and the 200 documents in the small collection were chosen to

represent the larger collection.

Third, the queries and relevance judgments in .the ADI and IRE

collections were constructed by a small-number of-informatidri retrieval

experts, while those in the full Cranfield collection were constructed by

182 authors of recent papers in aerodynamics.

Concept vectors for both the ADI and Cranfield collections were
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constructed automatically using a regular subject7aiea thesaurus. In all

experiments reported here, the cosine correlation (Section I) is us
/
d as

to distance function.
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Chapter V

Evaluation Of Retrieval Performance.

A. litasures of Performance

Several average measures of the performance of the tested retrieval

algorithms on the 42 Cranfield queries aresused in this report. Each

measure is based on the concept of "recall" and "precision". In evaluating

an information retrieval system, an arbitrary cut-off point, such as rank

ten or cosine correlation 0.75, is often employed. Documents above this

cu.t-off point in the ranked list resulting from a search operation are

considerea"retrieved". With such a cut-off, recall is the precentage of

documents relevant to the user that are retrieved, and precision is the

percentage of retrieved documents that are relevant.

An ideal retrieval system would provide recall and precision of

100%, indicating that all relevant documents are retrieved and no non-

relevant documents are retrieved. In SMART experiments an inverse rela-

tionship between recall and precision is observed, such that high recall

implies low precision and vice-versa.

The 'documdnt curves' used in this report are graphs of recall

and precision at several cut -off, points based on rank; that is, recall

and precision after x documents are retrieved, for several values of x.

The other measures used are not based on specific cut-off points, but in

a sense measure retrieval performance over the entire document collection.

Normalized recall and normalized precision are two measures

proposed by Rocchio (9)

obtained

, ments in

that take the average recall and precision

for all possible cut-off points. If N is the numberof docu-

tile collection, R. is the recall at a cut-off of j Aocuments
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(relkDandP.is the precision at a cut-off of j documents, normalized

recall and precision are defined as follows (15):

R.
3

N

N
7--

P =
1

P.
L. 3

j = 1

For automatic calculation, the following approximations are used

in the SMART system (15):

NR = 1 -

i =1

r.

n

i = 1

n (N-n)

NP = 1 -
)7-

ln r.

i = 1
In Ni

n

lni

th
where r. is the rank of the i relevant document in the collection and n

is the number of relevant documents in the collection for the given query.

A normal overall measure of retrieval performance has been suggested [15),

but isnot explicitly displayed in this report: Normal overall measure

1 5 *IR + NP. The factor of 5 gives equal weight to the two component

measures.
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Another overall measure used in many studies of retrieval' perfor-

mance is the recall-precision curve, an average plot of precision at each

5% or 10% of recall. Each query is averaged into each point of the plot.

To accomplish this Averaging process, an interpolation procedure is needed,

since, for example, a query with two relevant documents can only achieve

uninterpolated recall levels of 50% and 100%.

Two types of recall-precision curve are used in this study. They

are distinguished by the method of interpolation used. Both the Quasi-

Cleverdon interpolation used in several previous studies and the Neo-

Cleverdon linterpolation now used for all evaluation of the SMART system

are described below.

Figures 1 and 2 show two graphs for*a hypothetical query having 4

relevant documents. The relevant documents are assumed to be retrieved

with ranks of 4, 6, 12 and 20. Thus, at 25% recall, the precision is 25%,

50 ecall, the precision is 33%, and so on. However, these values

correspond actually to the highest possible precision points, since they

are calculated just after a relevant document is retrieved. In this

example, after 3 documents are retrieved, the precision is 0%, after 5

documents, the precision is 20%, and so on. This range of precision for

each recall level is indicated by the top and bottom points in Figures 1

and 2 at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% recall. The z.J2id sawtooth line connecting

these point's is not used for interpolation; it is intended to indicate the

drop in precision between the actual recall levels for this query as more

non-relevant documents are retrieved.
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The. Quasi Cleverdon interpolation uses a straight line between peak

points of precision, as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 1. It has

been argued that this interpolation is artificially high, since it lies at

all points above the saw-tooth curve, and thus, does not reflect in any

way the precision drop as more non7relevant documents are retrieved. The

Neo-Cleverdon interpolation of Figure 2 projects a horizontal line leftward

from each peak point of precision, and stops when a higher point of pre-

cision is encountered. This new interpolation curve (the dashed line

in Figure 2) does not lie above the saw -tooth curve at all points. When

the precision drops from one recall level actually achieved to the next,

an immediate drop in precision after the first point to the level'of the

next point is indicated. For example, in Figure 2, the precision value

at 50% recall is 33%, but at 55% recall; the interpolated value used for

the new averages is 25% precision. When the. precision rises fra0bne

recall level to the next, howeverN the first precision point actually

achieved is ignored for purposes of interpolation. The achieved pre

cision of 25% at 25% recall in the example of Figure 2 is ignored, and

for all recall levels from 0 to 50%, an interpolated precision of 33%

is used for the new averages. The proponents of the new interpolation

argue that this method indicates in all cases a precision that the user

could actually achieve, if he were to use clairvoyance to retrieve

exactly the right number of documents.

B. Statistical Significance Tests

Several statistical tests are reported here using as input the
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rank recall, log precision, normalized recall, normalized precision and 10

points from the feedback effect (Section V-C) recall-precision curve with

the Neo-Cleverdon interpolation. The statistical tests are,intended to

measure the "significance" of the average difference in values of these

measures obtained for two iterations or two distinct search algorithms.

The test results are expressed as the probability that the two sets of

values obtained from two separate runs are actually drawn from samples

which have the same characteristics. A small probability value thus

indicates that the two curves are significantly different. If, this pro-

bability for one measure is, for example, 5%, the difference in the two

average values of that measure is said to be "significant at the 5% level".

Choice of a statistical method for calculating this probability

is important. The iresent study uses three statistical tests, the familiar

T-test, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (WSR), and the Wilcoxon Rank Sum

Tegt (CAS) [16] .

The T-Test and the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test are used in this

report to compare the retrieval of one feedback iteration to another or

of one algorithm to another, using all queries. The T-Test takes account

of the magnitude of the differences, and assumes that the measures tested

are normally distributed. The WSR-test does not make this assumption.

Moreover, the. WSR test, tak6s account only of ,the ranks of the differences,

ignoring their magnitude. Because this test does not assume normality

of the input and because it ignores some information'(magnitudes of

differences), the WSR test is more conservative than the T-Test. It is
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therefore less prone to the error of calling a result "significant" when

it is not. Because information retrieval provides discrete rather than

continuous data, and because only 42 data points (42 queries) are provided,

the more conservative WSR test is preferable for the present evaluation.

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test can be used to test unpaired observa-

tions, and is used in Section VI-E of this study to compare one subgroup

chosen from the 42 queries to a contrasting subgroup of queries. Like

the WSR test, the WRS test ignores the magnitudes of the results:and does

not assume a normal distribution.

C. The FeedbacA, Effect in Evaluation

The assignment of ranks to documents retrieved for feedback isa

key factor in the evaluation of retrieval performance. Two methods of

assigning these ranks have been proposed, and both are used in the present*

study. Hall and Weiderman (173 compare and evaluate these two methods.

In previous feedback investigations, all documents in the collection

received new ranks after each iteration and the top-ranked N documents were

used for feedback. Hall and Weiderman point out that evaluation of this

retrieval technique takes into account two effects, which they call "ranking

effect" and "feedback effect".

Relevance feedback in effect uses information from one or more

document descriptors to modify the query descriptor.

ments used for this purpse will be ranked higher by

The relevant docu-

the modified query

than previously, and t4e non-relevant docuMents used will ranked lower.
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The effect of these rank changes in "retrieved" documents is termed the

"ranking effect". If the ranking effect is included in an overall perfor-

mance measure, the measured change in performance between feedback itera-

tions is quite impressive.

This large change in "total performance" (including both ranking

and feedback effect) indicates the extent to which the initial query has

been pdrturbed toward the centroid of the relevant documents, and strongly

supports Rocchio's theory.
I

Hall and Weiderman state that in an environment where the user must

actively supply relevance judgments for feedback, changes in the ranks of

documents which the user has already seen are of no interest to him. The

user in such an environment is concerned primarily with the "feedback

effect"; that is, the effectiveness of the modified query in bringing new

relevant documentS to his attention. They conclude that, though total

performance is a valid measure of the effectiveness of relevance feedback

in approaching tue "ideaquery" the feedback effect should be isolated

and examined as well.

The present study evaluates total performance and also measures

feedback performance in the manner suggested by Hall and Weiderman, dis-

carding the ranking effect and presenting only the feedback_effect. The

ranks of the top N documents retrieved in each iteration (the documents

used.for feedback) are "frozen" in all subsequent iterations, and only

the remainder of the collection is searched using the modified query.

Thus, in feedback effect evaluation, the N documents retrieved on any
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iteration are guaranteed to be N new documents; that is, documents not

used for feedback on any previous iteration. Moreover, the performance

measures for the first (second, third) iteration are calculated from a

ranked document list in which the top N (2N, 3N) documents are the same

as those retrieved previously. Only the changes in the ranks of documents

not yet seen by the user is measured.

Feedback effect evaluation givers overall results that are decep-

tively low. Because the top ranks are frozen, no newly'retrieved docu-

ment can achieve a rank higher than that of any previously retrieved docu-

ment. With a constant feedback strategy, therefore, on the first (second,

third) iteration, the highest possible rank for a new document is N+1 (2N+1,

3N+1). For this reason, the feedback effect evaluation is .a misleading

measure of the overall performance of the retrieval system, and should be

used in conjunction with other evaluation methods. Isolation of the feed-

back effect is primarily useful to compare different feedback strategies

from the viewpoint of a user. in an interactive retrieval environment. Fig-

ure 35 in Section VI/-B compares total performance and feedback effect

evaluation of similar feedback algaithms.
vt.

However, one feature of feedback effect evaluation is psycho-

logically essential to a realistic relevance feedback system; the guar-

antee that the N documents retrieved on any iteration have not previously

been seen by the user. For this reason,. new evaluation methods that

provide this guarantee without severely limiting the attainable. retrieval

performance should be investigated. Several such methods'"are discussed
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in Section VII -S.

The results reported in this study include:

Total Performance:

1. Normalized recall and precision.

2. Recall-precision curves with Quasi-Cleverdon interpolation.

Feedback Effect:

1. Normalized recall and precision.

2. Recall precision curves with Neo-Cleverdon interpolation.

3. Document curves at sev ral cut-off points.

4. T-tests and Wilcoxon Sigded Rank tests of the normalized
measures and of recall-precision curves,.

5. Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests of normalized recall- and precision.



Chapter VI

Experimental Results

VI-1

The results of this study are presented in five general sections:

a) A comparison of the improvement in retrieval performance

observed for the Cranfield 200 document dollection with

that obtained for the ADI 82 document collection used

by Riddle, Horwitz, and Dietz [113.

b) An investigation of strategies that use only R', the set

of relevant documehts retrieved, to update the query.

The different algorithms are obtained by varying the

1 parameters n, w, and a in the query-update formula.

The "increasing alpha strategy" of Riddle, Horwitz, and

Dietz is included among the methods tested.

c) An investigation of the effect of the number of docu-

ments given to the user for feedback on each iteration.

d) An investigation of strategies that use. both relevant'

and non - relevant documents retrieved to update the query.

An investigation of the retrieval characteristics of

selected subgroups of queries.

A. Comparison of the Cranfield and ADI Collections

The initial search results, before feedback, for the two collections

are essentially the same except at the ends of the recall-precision curves.

_Below 30C-t'ecail, the precision of the ADI initial search is from 2 to 7%

better than that of the Cranfield initial search. Above 80% recall the.

,precision in the Cranfield initial search is from.2 to 6% better.

This result is interesting because there is reason to expect that

performance in the Cranfield collectiori would be worse. Cleverdon sand Keen

point Out that in a collection with a higher "generality number", that is,
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.14

with a higher ratio of relevant documents to collection size, performance

is better with respect to precision (18]. The average generality number

of the ADI collection is over twice that of the Cranfield collection. The

generality number in a collection of practical size would be, even lower

than that of the Cranfield collecti n.

Because the initial search r sqults differ, the total performance

improvement caused by feedback in the recali-precision curve is used for

comparison of the two collections. All thirty-five queries are used to

search the ADI collection. The "increasing alpha strategy" of Riddle,

Horwitz, and Dietz is the update formirla, and five documents are given the.

user on each iteration.

Figure 3 shows the differences in total performance precision for

all recall levels between the initial search and the first and second

feedback iterations for each collection. In the Cranfield collection,

relevance feedback causes greater improvement that in the ADI collection.

Also, the second iteration results in a greater improvement over the first,

in the 200 document collection. The difference in generality, ,between the

collection would be expected to cause less improvement in thelarger

collection (18). The greater.effect of relevance feedback in the ratan-

field collection could be due to any or all of the following factors:

a) The difference in subject and in the language of the
subject. It is possible that the terminology of aerody-
namics is 'harder', that is, more limited and precise,
than the vocabulary of the newer field of computer science.
Retrieval of documents from a harder subject. area would

0
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expeCted to be better.

b) The difference in collection scope. The ADI collection

covers a wider subject area within computer science than

does the Cranfield collection within aerodynamics. A

narrower subject area should provide better retrieval.

The difference in variability within the collections.

The 200 documents were chosen from 1400 documents concerned

with aerodynamics. The 82 document collection consisted c,f

short papers presented at a single conference. Since the

Cranfield 200 documents vary more in such parameters as

vector length and terminology, relevant documents might

be easier to distinguish from non-relevant documents.

Id) The difference in query construction and relevance

judgments mentioned in Section III. ,It is encouraging to

find that in the more realistic Cranfi ld environment,

relevance feedback causes more rather than less improvement

in performance.

B. Strategies Using Relevant Documents Only

Two of the experiments of Riddle, Horwitz, and Dietz (11) are

repeated for the Cranfield collection. To simulate\their experiments

with equation D of Section IV, the parameter a is varied; it is kept
f"

equal to 1, and p and w equalto O. Both the "increasing alpha" and

"constant alpha" strategies are employed;

Figure 4 clarifies the effect of the "increasing alpha strategy"

and the "constant alpha strategy" for the first, second, and third

0
iterations of a feedback run, evaluating total performance. The R

column shows the factors which multiply a relevant document retrieved on
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the initial search, R
1

shows the multipliers affecting a relevant document

which is not retrieved until the first iteration, and R
2
shows the multi-

pliers affecting a document not retrieved until the second iteration.

Figure 4 assumes that a document once retrieved is retrieved on all suo-

ceeding iterations; in the experimental system this assumption is generally

correct.

It is clew...that both the constant and i g alpha strategies

give a document retrieved on an earlier iteration more significance in

later queries. On the third iteration, the constant alpha strategy assigns

to a document retrieved on the initial search three times the significance

it gives a second iteration document (the respective multipliers are 3 and

1). The increasing alpha strategy assigns to an initial search document

twice the significance of a second iteration document (the respective mul-

tipliers are 6 and 3). This effect stems from the use of the previous

query Q as an element in the equation. To assign the same significance

to relevant documents whenever they are retrieved, it is necessary to sub-

stitute Q0 for. Qi in the formula: that is, to let 'n = 0 and w = 1 in

equation B. This is called the "Qo strategy" in Figure 2.

Riddle, Horwitz, and Dietz (11) report that for the 82 document

collection, the "increasing alpha/ strategy" performs somewhat better than

the constant alpha strategy. In, the Cranfield collection, the three stra-

tegies shown in Figure 2 give essentially the same results when N =

Using the Qo strategy with different relative values of w and a,also does

not change performance. Query update parameters (in equation D) for the
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six experiments performed are shown in Figure 5. Among all six experiments,

the differences in normalized precision and recall are less than 0.75% for

all iterations.

In total performance, six strategies using only relevant documents

differ very little. Three additional 'relevant only' algorithms are com-

pared using feedback effect evaluation. One of these strategie sets a and

7Jaqual to 1 in formula D. This strategy, called Feedback Incr ent, is

not equivalent to the constant alpha strategy because the feedback effect

evaluation provides new documents for feedback on each iteration. Figure

5 shows that the Feedback Increment strategy gives the same weighting

effects as does the Q0 strategy. These two strategies are identical on

the first iteration, but on subsequent iterations the feedback effect

evaluation may retrieve different documents.

Another strategy using feedback effect evaluation, called Q0+1

gives added weight to the original query on each iteration by setting w

equal to 4 (a=1, 7=1). A third strategy is Rocchio+, the Rocchio stra-

tegy without non-relevant documents. In effect, a equals urns and 7

equals ns, so'a and 7 vary with each query.

Differences in feedback effect among these three methods are

trivial. For the two overall measures and the recall-precision curves,

the largest difference is 1.25 percent. The document curves are more

sensitive in general to performance differences, especially in recall.

,The largest difference is 3% in recall at a 40 document cut-off. Most

differences in all measures favor the Q0+ strategy.
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Effects` of 'Relevant Only' on the Multipliers

of Documefits Retrieved on Three Successive Iterations

Figure 4
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Figure 5
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The 200, document collection seems quite insensitive to variations

in the parameters 7, w, and a. The considerations mentioned in section VI-A

are probably relevant here also. This insensitivity indicates that per-

haps the performance for the Cranfield collection is more stable in

general than for the ADI collection. Evidence of comparative stability

is also reported by Lesk and Salton (19]. The performance ,differences

between automatic use of the word stem thesaurus and a regular subject-

area thesaurus (see Section II) are less pronounced in the Cranfield 200

collection than in the ADI collection;

It is evident from the reported experiments that the weight

assigned to the original query has little effect on retrieval. This

finding tends to support the conclusion of Crawford and Melzer (12]

that the original query is not needed after the initial search (Section

II). The advantage of their strategy over equation B is probably not

caused by the omission of the initial query when relevant documents are

found, but by the non-relevant document feedback used when no relevant.

documents are found (see Section VI-D).

C. Amount of Feedback Output

The number of documents fed to the user is a critical parameter

in a relevance feedback system. Of course, performance improves when the

user supplies more information. This improvement must be evaluated in

terms of the extra effort required of the user.

Figure 6 shows the total performance of the "increasing alpha
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strategy" when 5, 10, and 15 documents are fed to the uSer*for relevance

judgments. The total performance improvement between the N = 5 and N = 10'

curves might justify doubling the number of relevance judgments the user

must make; that is, a hypothetical "average" user might be willing to

double his effort to achieve such an improvement. Tripling the feedback

to produce the N = 15 curve might not be jiittified by total perfdrmance,

especially at the high recall, end of the curve.

Caution is necessary in interpreting the feedback effect eval-

uation when N is varied, because the feedback effect evaluation gives an

unfair advantage to runs using few documents for feedback. When five

documents are used for feedback, ranks 1-5 are frozen on the first itera-
,

tion and ranks 1-10 on the second (see Section V-C). When ten documents

are fed back, however, ranks 1-10 are frozen on the first iteration and

ranks 1-20 on the second. The difference in results caused by increasing

the number of documents fed back is therefore minimized by the feedback

effect process.

Recall-precision curves for the feedback effect are not presented

in this section, because the minimizing effect described above is averaged

into different recall levels for different queries. For example, assume

that query a has four relevant docuridts and oNery b has two. Each query

retrieves the first relevant document "i7th rank 8. When five documents

are used for feedback, each retrieves the first relevant document with

rank 6. When ten documents are used, of course rank 8 is 'frozen' by the

feedback effect evaluation. Consider the effect of these queries on the
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recall-precision averages for the first iteration. When ten documents

are used for feedback, neither query roves these averages. When five

are used, query a improves the recall -p ecision averages fLJm 5% to 25%

recall, but query b improves the recall-precision averages from 5% to 50%

. recall.

Thus it is hard to judge the significance of any difference in

results caused by differences in feedback output. Figure 7 shows the docu-

ment curves for two iterations of feedback with N equal to 5, 'using the

Feedback Increment algorithm. Figure 8 uses these curves as a norm for

comparison with the results of less feedback and of more feedback. The

document curves of Figure 7 are represented in Figure 8 by the straight

line at zero difference. The differences between N=10 and N=5 for two

iterations and between N=2 and N=5 for one iteration are graphed. The

N=2 differences, indicated by 'A', are positive at first because ranks

3-5 are frozen for the N=5 curve. This initial advantage fades after

10 documents and the N=2 results are lower than the N=5 norm thereafter.

The N=10 curves for both iterations are affected by the'feedback effect

evaluation. The first iteration' gains higher performance than N=5 after

13 documents. The second iteration curves cross the N=5 norm after 15

documents, even with'ranks 1-20 frozen. After 40 documents have been

retrieved, the differences ln both recall and precision for the first

iteration are slight; the N=10 advantage on the second iteration is slight

but consistent.

After 20% of the collection has been searched, the differences in
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feedback effect
)1

.°

observed in Fig re 8 are quite low. However, the marked

improvement in early retrieval caused by additional feedback might justify

the additional user effort and system output required, especially if fur-
.

ther feedback'iterations are desired. Moreover, it is important to note

that certain users get no. benefit from any feedback strategy using only

'
relevant documents. These are 4he users who find no relevant in the first

N documents retrieved. For N=51 10, and 15, the number of quekies retrie-

ving no relevant on the initial search is given in Figure,6, in the table

below the graph. This table probably explains much of the performance

difference among ,the three strategies. Eleven queries in the N=5 case

produce the same low performance on the initial search, first iteration,

and second _iteration. These low results are averaged into all the N=5

curves. The N=10 curve is pulled down by only five such queries, and the

N=15 curve by only two. In the N=5 case, one quarter of the users are

not assisted by the chosenfeedbaCk'strategk, a large proportion for a

practical retrieval System., Eta: these unlucky users, feedback of more

documents is worth the effort.

'A variable feedback. strategy .is here proposed which Might save\

effort to the average user and give better service for more effort to the

user who does not find a relevant document early in the initial search.

Each user, is fed retrieved documents until he finds one relevant document

that he hasn't seen on any previous iteration. The relevant document found

is immediately used Ito produce a new query. The success of this strategy.

de-pendson the ability of a single relevant document to improve the

KA
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retrieval pdrformince.
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Figure 9 show4Ohe total performance results of two iterations

where the "user" is instructed to search the retrieved documerits'until

he finds one new relevant document or until he has seen 15 documents. The

"4,." curve in Figure 9 shows what happens when the user is instructed to

find two new relevant documents. Only one iteration of the latter scheme

was run becauie several queries do not have
I

four or more rele'Vant docu-

ments.

The first iteration feeding back one relevant document.begins near.

the N= curve of Figure 6 'but by 50% r ecall has drped near the first

iteration N=5 curve, which has been superimposed on Figure 9. The table

below the graph shows that the "average".useehad to scan only four docu-

ments for feedback in order to achieve the performance displayed in the

first iteration "o"

documents to produce the

strategy of feeding:back

curve. By contrast, each user looked at exactly 5

first iteration N=5 durve. The.fir st iteration

only one relevant document.gives equal or tter

Performance for less average effort.

The second iteration "o" curve requirds the average user to

. search 5.9 more documents, or a total of 9.9 documents. This curve drops

below the first iteration N=10 curve (10"documents scanned) at roughly 55%

recall (the first iteraCiois,N=10 curve from Figure 6 is superimposed ori)

Figure 9). The user desiring highprecision and who may be.less interested

in high recall might be wise to feed back one relevant document for each

of two iterations. However, the user needing higher recall should instead

look at ten documents retrieved on the initial search. (These statements
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apply
,
to the"average" user). It is also seen from the'table\below the

graph that for the second iteration "o': curve one quarter of the users
%

cannot find a newielei/ant document, and `thus after the first iteration

these users search 15 documents to no a ail: Such performance would be

quite annoying in practice.

The average user who searches fox 'two relevant docume.its in the

initial output looks at 7 documents. His recall-precision ("Ai') drops

baow the fiist iteration N=10 curve at 65% recal. Although 9 out of 42

users do not find two relevant documents in the first 15, all but two of

them find one relevant to feed back to the system.

The user who feeds back two relevant documents on one iteration

("") achieves better performance than does the user who feeds back one

relevant document on each of two iterations (second iteration "o") . This

result shows that the second relevant document retrieved on the initial

search is more valuable for feedback than the first new relevant retrieved.

on the'first iteration by the total performance retrieval method. Feeding

back one relevant document on the first iteration evidently pushes down

some relevant dOcuments that are valuable for retrieval. This finding pro-

vides a strong argument against theproposed variable feedback strategy,

at least where high recall is desired. PerhapS some sort of combination

strategy might be'optimal; lor instance, the user could be instructed to

feed back all relevant documents in the first five retrieved, but if none
)

are found in the first five to keep looking and feed back the first rele-

vant document found.
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One iteration of feedback effect performance of variable 'feedback

and`of the combined strategy dlescribe'd above is presented in Figure 10.

The differences between variable feedback (feeding b,pck one relevant). and

constant N=5 feedback are graphed (o). After nine documents have been

retrieved the feedback advantage using., the first relevant document .for

,

feedback is'evident. '.the combination strategy (graphed e) that retrieves

at least.five documents shows greater improveme t over N+5 than does.

1variable feedback. Thi result shows that this v riable feedback algorithm

is, advantageous only for those queries that retrieve no relevant among.

the first 5 documents. For those that do retrieve relevant within the first

five documents, the constant N=5 strategy gives better feedback effect

results. Figure 9 shows that the combination strategy requires the average

user tollook,at 6.4 documents, as compared to the A.0 documents retrieved'

by vAriabfeedback.

--,.Total performance and feedback effect results support three con

clusions about feedback strategies that use only relevant documents:

1 Retrieving more documents does improve both types of

performance (except where the rank-freezing of feedback

effect evaluation prevents any improvement). Further,

notable improvement can be obtained by searching further

if, no relevant documents are retrieved in the first N.

2) The total performance for 5, 10, and 15 documents indi-

'cates that when N is constant for all queries, the average

increment of improvement obtained tends to become smaller

as more documents are used for feedback.

3) However, a comparison of the variable feedback and com-
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bination strategies show that the first relevant,', document re-

retrieved generally does not contain enough information for rc-
-,

t ieval, and that documents retil.eved.soon after the first

(N=5) can add useful information. In their study cited in

Section III, Crawford and Melzer used only one 'very relevant'

document for retrieval. The finding of this study would in-

dicate that if several documents are almost equally relevant,

all of them should be used.

Tlese three conclusions lead to a recommendation that N. be set to.

some value that most users would consider reasonable, but that for some

queries N should be raised until at least one relevant document is retrieved.

This recommendation endorses the "combination strategy" for a retrieval

system using only relevant documents

D. Strategies Using Non-Relevant Documents

RocchiO s update formula (equaticin A) considers the informtion

contained in the set of non-relevant documents. retrieved (S) to be as im-

portant as that contained in the set of relevant documents retrieved (R).

If this is the case, the strategies so far examined disregard half the

available feedback information. Further, information from non-relevant

documents retrieved on the initial search might help those,users who

retrieve no relevant documents on the initial search (see 'Section III

and reference 6). Figure 6 shows that there are eleven such users out

of 42 when N equals 5.

However, problems arise in uping the non-relevant documents in the

SMART experimental system.- There is no provision for negative weights in



the query vector. Also, queries and documents cannot be normalized to the

same lengeh'for query updating. There is some danger, therefore, that the

query will be reduced to nearly the zero vector,when the documents of S

.are'subtracted from it. Riddle, HorWitz, and Dietz Ill] try to avoid this

danger in their "negative heuristic strategy" by feeding back only the

firs two non-releVnt,docUments retrieved.

The Rocchio strategy.adlUsts the mul ipliers for each q4ry so as

to weight the\original query, the sum of the relevant, and the sum of the

. non - relevant equally, and uses all retrieved documents.

This etudy compares the Rocchio and 'negative heuristic' strategies

using total performance and feedback effect measure. All comparisons are

maile with N equal to 5. Figure 11 compares the Qo strategy' (see Section
v.

vi- 8) with a strategy. called 'Dec Hi', tha decrements each, query by

subtracting from it the first retrieved no - relevant document. In the

query pdate formula (equation-D), the parameter values and effective

update formulas for-these strategies are:

'v=0, w= ,a=1, na=N,

Q'i41
=

Dec Hi: v=0, w=1, a=

Qi+1 Qi

11=-1, n
a
mN, n

b
=1

N

1

r.

Figure 11 shows that the average results are consistently better for the



"dec hi" strategy, especially on

For this experimentk the

VI -)3

the second iteration.,

implications ,of the total performance,

normalized precision and recall:results given in:Figure 12 seem inconsistent

with\those of the recall7precisirn curves of Figure U. On the firit iter-

ation, the recall-Precision curve for the dec hi strategy is above that for

0 at all recall levels. However, the normalized recall fqx the first

iteration is lower for dec hi, a though precision"is one percel t highei.

(On the second iteration, the normalized recalls are th.-: same and the

normalized precision for dec, hi is five percent higher).. This apparent

paradox, can be,understood by confridering the normalize'd recall measure.

, 1 Each doCument retrieved !is assigned a "rank" in order of retrieval

(rank 1isthe document retriev,ad first), The normalizedl recall meas

is based on the sum of the ranks of all relevant document's in the search.

A change in rank affects this measure equally regardless of the magnitude

of the rank. That is, a chaftge from rank 195 to rank 191 is equivalent to

-

a change from 5 to 1 in itseeffect, on normalized'recall. The same is not

true for normalized precision. It seems evident that while the dec hi
6 1

strategy increased,the rank (1 is considered highest)-of some of the rele-

t documents, it decreases the ranks of others that are, on the average,

of lower rank already. This explains the phenomenon of higher precision

at all levels of recall but lower overall normalized recall.,

Figure 13 shows-how much the dec hi strategy helps. the 11 user's

who receive no,relevant documents in the firit 5 on the initial search.
0

For the "inc, only" strategy,, the ,initial earch and all subsequent iter
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ations are the same for these 11 users; the precision being about 10 percent.

Feeding back one non-relevant document fetches at 1Last one relevant docu-

.- merit on\the first iteration for '7 of these 11 users. For'some of these
e,

queries, some low ranking relevant documents are pushed still lower at first.

The relevant documents which are raised to the first 5, howeVer,,provide a

second iteration query which often raises, these same low documents again.

The fir:lst iteration curve thus shows the most imprOvement at low recall,

while the second iteration shows great improvement all'along the recall-

precision curve.

Since the improvement in total performance for the 11 "bad" queries

is so striking, It is natural to wonder whether this strategy is helping

6i) hurting the others 31 users.« Figure 14 shows a different curve for the

dec hi and(Q0 strategies run,only on the 31 queries that retrieve at least

one relevant in the first 5 documents.' A point above the zero line indi-

cates that dec hi is better than Qo at that recall. Both iterations are

better for dcc hi, especially at the high recall end of the curve, where

they differ by as much as six percent. Since the dec hi strategy improves
k

the results even for the "good" queries, a heuristic strategy that selects

only Some of the queries (as doesthe "negative heufistic strategy" of

Riddle, Horwitz.and Dietz) for the dcc hi algorithm appears unnecessary

in this environment.

*Figure 15 represents a total performance difference curve comparing

the "dec hi" strategy with the alternative of decrementing the query by

subtracting the two highest non - relevant documents retrieved on each iter-
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ation (called "dec 2 hi"). It shows that decrementing only one non-relevant

gives generally better.results; the largest difference being a five percent

hump at 40% recall irn theesecond iteration. In Figure 12 the malized

measures show the Terrelationship; the dec 2 hi strategy is one or two

percent lower on each iteration than is dec hi. This result may be due to

the danger mentioned earlier, that the non-relevant documents may be sub-
.

tracting out most of the query. (Only one query completely disappears using
1

this strategy, andAt is

L

It' might be 'possible to

juggling the parameters.

of Rocchio's normalizing method.

erased also by the dec hi and Rocchio's algorithms).

overcome this "disappearing query" phenomerion by

7, W, a, and p, without introducing the complications

It was mentioned in Section VI-C that much of the improvement be-

tween the N=10 and the N=5 curves of Figure 6 might be caused by the im-
,

rovement on the six queries-that fetch a rele;fant document within the first

/I10 but not the fii-S-t 5 on the initial search. Seven users of the unlucky

11 are helped by the dec hi strategy; that is, the dec hi strategy provides

,41

useful feedback for one more' user than does the relevant document stra-

tegy with N=10. It is pertinent to ask if the 'dec hi algorithm has, in fy;

attained the total performance of 'he N=10 curve. gure 16 shows a dif-

ference curve between the N=10 curve of Figure 6, and the dec hi curve of

© Figure 11. ITheiN=r0 curve is higher for *the first iteration, over five

percent higher at the! high recall end of the curve. This is undez tandable

in view of the loweliig'ofloW-tank3_pg releirant documents on the first
)

l

iteration, discussed 'earlier in-this section. For the second iteration,
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the dec hi curve is slightly better at the low recall end and only slightly

worse at recalls between sixty and ninety percent: Considering that the

dec,hi curve only requires half as much user effort (5 dOcuments scanned

instead of 10), the total performance results trOngly-favor this non-

relevant document retrieval strategy.

The feedback effect results are not as encouraging. Using the two

overall normalized measures and\the recall-precision curves, three stra7.

tegies are compared and their differences tested withthe two significance

test described in Section V-A, the T-Test and the WSR Test. The three

str tegies that are compared in feedback effect performance are:

1) Feedback Dec Hi: The Dec Hi strategy with the feedback effect

retrieval method, using the first retrieved ,non-relevant

document.

2) RoCchio: Rocchio's recommended strategy (without nor-

malized vectors) using all retrieved documents.

3) Q0+: The strategy described in iSecton VII-B, that gives

added weight to the original qe and uses only relevant

documents.

/ 4

The differences in feedback effect recall-precisiod curves among

th
TheOse strateg es are not significant. e largest differences round

i

were 1,3% in the first iteration, significant at th 30% lev and 2.0% in

the second iteration, significant at the 11% level. The largest dif-

ference between Q ynd any other strategy was 1.2% inificant at the

64% level. .Thes significance figures were obtained using the less con-
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;vervative:r-test. Figure 17 shows the differences among the three stra-

tegies in normalized recall and normalized precision. The-feedback effect

results agree with the total performance results in 'showing a op in nor-
.

malized precision fOr the two .non-relevant document strategies on the first

iteration. The five percent difference between Q_+ and feedback Dec:Hi is
0

significant at the 6% level, and the six percent difference between Qo+

and Rocchio is significant at the 3% level, according to the T-test. How-

ever, the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (WSR) indicates that the two algorithms

do not give significantly different results. The significance level bom7

paring Q+ and feedback Dec Hi is 46%, and that comparing Q+ and Rocchio
0

is 95%.

These different significance levels must be considered in the light
4

of the characteristics of the two significance tests. The T-tet takes

)-

account of magnitude, the WSR test considers only rank. Evidently, differ-

ences favoring Q
o
+ and differences favoring the,lon-relevant document stra-

tegy arermixed in rank, producing insignificant results on the WSR test.

Yet, so e of the results favoring Q + notall, because the ranks are

mixed) must be v ry large in magnitude, to giiie significant indications on

the T-test. Thus, for some queries, the Rocchio and Feedback Dec Hi algo-

rithms mus'be much less 'effective than Q + as measured by normalized

recall, while remaining effective as measured by normalized precision.

The 'normalized recall obtained by feedback affect evaluation shows

the same behavior as the total perfotmance normalized \recall on the first

iteration. Both evaluation method S lea&to the conclusion that the use of m-r
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non-relevant documents for feedback apparently raises the ranks of fairly

high-ranking relevant documents, and at the same time lowers the ranks of

some low-ranking relevant documents on the first iteration.
,

The significance levels obtained by comparing the first and second

iteration resulis. to the initial search result within the strategies are

very informative. Figures 18 and 19 show the performance of algorithms

Q0+ and Rocchio respectively. The signifiCance of the gap between the

initial search and each iteration is tested using the more conservative

WSR test.

Looking at the three recall-precision graphs, the average perfor.-

mance tof the three algorithms seem quite similar. In fact, the differences

in average performance are not significant. Yet, the significance levels

displayed .in Figure 18 differ greatly from those displayed in Figure 19.

For the Qo+ StrategS,,,the differences between the initial search

and: each feedback iteration are significant.' On the first iteration, the

two overall measures and the precision differences from .20%, through 50 %.

-recall are significant at the 5% level or l'6Ss, and only a1 70 and 80%
. .

recall are the precision differencesjpot significant at the.10% level.
SA

On the second iteration, the performance difference is significant at the

5% level for all points except 70% recall. For the Rocchio strategy,

'however, only one measure (precision at 50% recall) shows a significant

difference between the first iteration and initial search at the 10% level

or less.*

For'these comparisons, a one-tailed significancejevel is appropriate, since

performance'is expected to improve. To obtain one-tailed,values, the

reported two-tailed values must be divided by two. That is, the proba-

bility that the first iteraticn is no_better than the initial search is

or leSs except at 70 and 80% recall.
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Even on the taccnd iteration, only six of the twelve differences are

significant at the 10% level or less, two at the 5% level or less.

Significance results for the feedback Dec Hi strategy are similar

When comparing first and second iterations, the Q0+ results

C

are no longer more significant than the Rocchio results. In fact the

Rocchio results are significant (10% level less*) for eight of the

twelve measures; the Q0+ results for only five. The significant im-

provement between first and second iterations occurs at the high recall

end of the Qo+ curve, while the improvement: for the Rocchio strategy

is more evenly distributed.

This difference between strategies in the significance of the

improvement over the initial search leads to a general conclusibn:

Performance on all measures is less consistent for the non-relevant

document strategies than for the Q0+ strategy. However, since the

average magnitude of this improvement is equal for the three algo-

rithms (from the significance results presented in Figure 5), it must

be true that the Rocchio and Dec Hi strategies are better for some

queriesancaorseforotherstrianisthertioreconsistentgio+strategy.

The total performance results of Figure 13(indicate that the

queries that retrieve no relevant documents on the kzitial search are/

helped by the non-relevant feedback strategies. ' Figure 20 supports

this conclusion with evidence that even using feedback effect eval-

uation, the Rocchio strategy provides better performance on these

IBID., p. VI-33.
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eleven queries. Figure 14 adds the information that on the average,

the total performance on the remaining 31 queries is not hurt by

negative feedback. The preceding paragraph leads to the conclusion

that,in feedback effect the Rocchio strategy gives worse performance

on some of these queries. This conflict between total performance

and feedback effect results requires further investigation of sub-
)

groups of queries.

The document curve differences presented in Figure 21 provide

new information abot the performance of the negative feedback

strategies. The Qo+ strategy is taken as the norm, and the Rocchio

and Feedback Dec Hi differences from Qo+ are graphed. For the first

fifteen or so doctments retrieved, both ROcchio and Feedback Dec Hi

are superiOr in feedback effect performance to Q0+. After 40 docu-

ments have been retrieved, both are much worse than Q0+ in recall,

though about the same in precision. The recall-precision curves of

Figures 18 and 18 average out these two extremes, and lose the sig-

nificant inf rration.

Fig re 20 strongly supports the concluiion implied by nor-

malized rec 11rthat on the first iteration non-relevant docuMent

strategies tend to raise some relevant doucments, but to lower others

that are already low in rank. The average advantage of the non-

relevant document strategies appears early in the retrieval process.

After 20% of the collection has been scanned, the Qo+ strategy is

clearly superior in recall. The rank-freezing of the:feedback effect
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evaluation affects the ranks of the earliest documents retrieved,, so the

sp

recall-precision curves of the non-relevant document strategies appear

superior in total performance but only equal in feedback effect. Norma-

lizd recall expresses the later large drop in recall hich overwhelms the

earlier advantage of negative fdback. Thus, the ocument curves support

and clarify the tentative deductions made from the less detailed measures

presented earlier.

Total performance comparieons encourage the use of algorithms that

employ negative feedback of non-relevant documents. However, the feedback

effect results indicate that the performance 'Of negative feedback algorithms

is highly variable. These findings encourage a search for a means of pre-

dicting the appropriate strategy for a given query. For this reason the

characteristics of selected subgroups of queries are explored in the .

following section.

E. Characteristics of Query Subgroups

To investigate the performance of positive and negative feedback

in more detail, the available queries are split several ways into pairs

of query subgroups. Each-subgroup pair represents a 'contrast based on

/one or two characteristics. For example, all queries.mith four or fewer

relevant documents might form one subgroup of a pair, and all queries

with five or more relevant documents might constitute the contrasting

subgroup of that pair. The six queries th t retrieve all relevant documents

with rank 5 or less on the initial search are omitted from analysis

because relevance feedback cannot improve the feedback effect performance



on these queries. Figure 22 lists the

and describes some subgroups for which

Each subgroup is statisticall
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characteristics used for selection

comparisons are reported.

y compared to the contrasting sub-

group-using the-Wilcoxon Rank Sum test

less than 10% significance are reported

'null' is used in the WRS

(see SectionlV). All findings of

in this section. If the word

re, the significance level of

the indicated comparison is greater than ten

thesis' of no difference between subgroups is

ficance level from f iv

percent, and the 'null hypo-

supported. Although signi-

to ten percent are not n

ingful, they are reported here for two reasons.

ormally considered mean-

irst, the ..4Pk5 test is

7--

conservative when too many ties in rank occur, and the data contains ties.

Second, the numbers of queries LI each subgroup id low, and statistical

significance is c It to prove for small samples. For these reasons

.significance levels from five to ten percent may indicate

ductive investigation using larger query collections and

areas for pro-

erhaps more

sophisticated statistical techniques. Twenty-two variables are used for

WRS comparisons within each subgroup pair. Two are not generated by the

search process; the number of concepts in the initial query and

of relevant documents (2 vars.). The three search-related measure

the number

s used

are correlation of the modified query with the original query feedb

effect normalized recall, and feedback effect normalized precision.

malized recall and precision are.icalculated for the initial search (2 v

ack

Nor-

ars.)

and all three measures are calculated for two iterations of two feedbapc

strategies, the positive feedback Q0+ strategy and theRocchio algorithm
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Selection Group Name

Characteristic (Size) Group Description

Initial
Search
Retrieval

Eleven Bad
(11)

Twenty-Five
(25)

No relevant documents are retrieved with

rank 5 or less on the initial search.

Some but not all relevant documents are
retrieved with rank 5 or less on the

initial search.

Relevance
Feedback
Performance

Good Per-
formance

(16)

Bad Per-
,formanCe

(20)

11111=.1111,

At least one feedback strategy retioieves

all relevant documents with rank 15 or

less within three iterations.

No feedback strategy retrieves all relevant

documents with rank 15 or less within three

iterations.

Correlation
of Modified
Query with
Original
Query

Low
High

Six subgroups are chosen. The number of

queries in reach is given in the following

table:

Strategy Q0+ Rocchio

Iteration 1 .2 1-2 1 2 1-2

17 16 13 16 19 17

19 20 17 20 17 19

Relevance
Feedback
Strategy

Number of
Concepts in
Original Query 1

and

Number of
Relevant .

Documents

1

Rocchio
(15)

1101....

The Q + strategy retrieves more documents

with rank 15 or lets in three iterations,
?;

The Rocchio strategy retrieves more docu-

ments with rank 15 or less in three itera-

tions.

High-Low
or

Low-High
(17)

Similar,
(19)

Queries naving relatively many relevant

documents awl, relatively few concepts or

vice versa:

From 2-3 relevant and 7+ concepts (2)

From 4-5 relevant and 10+ concepts (5)

From 5-6 i,elevant and 3-6 concepts (5)

7+'relevant and 3-7 concepts (5)

Queries having a number of concepts
and a number of relevant documents
similar in magnitude:

From 2-4 relevant and "3-6 concepts (8)

From 4-6 relevant and 7-9 concepts (6).

6+ relevant and 8+ concepts (5)

Some Query Subgroups Investigated

Figure 22
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which uses negative feedback (12 vars.). For normalized recall and pre-

cision, the improvement caused by feedback over the initial, search is

used for comparison to remove the effect of initial search differences

between subgroups. To provide a direct comparison between positive and

negative feedback, the differences between the Q0+ and Rocchio strategies

in normalized recall and precision for two iterations are used (4 vars.).

Finally, the difference between the first and second iteration correla-

tion of the modified-query with the original query is calculated for each

strategy (2 vars.). Obviously significant relationships such as the

differente in number of relevant documents between queries with four or

fewer and queries with filie.61, more relevant doucments are not reported.

Normalized recall and normalized precision were chosen for the

subgroup comparisons because they are overall measures of retrieval. How-

ever, the analysis in the. previous section indicates that the normalized

figures are riot representative of overall Terformance as indicated by the

recall-precision.curves and the document curves. In.particular, normalized

recall shows a large drop for the Rocchio strategy, and neither recall

nor precision reflects the initial advantage of the Rocchio strategy dis-

played in Figure 21.. Therefore, the normalized measures may not be the

best choice for meaningful comparison of positive and negativ)A, feedback.
\-\

Figures 24, 28, and 29 in this section display recall-precision

curves. Unfortunately,' significance tests between subgroupi for recall-

precision curves are not available.

selected by strategy, performance,

However, in three subgroup pairs,

and number of relevant documents,
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Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests of the difference between the Q0+ and Rocchio

strategies within each subgroup were made. All differences were signifi-

cant in both strategy subgroups;To differences were significant in any

other subgroup.

In the figures of this section, the average values of variables,

as well as the WRS probabilities are presented. It should be noted that

the WRS probabilities do not indicate the significance of differences in,

average, value, but the significance in differences in rank sum when all

queries in both subgroups are ranked. The average value is 'reported t

because it is a More familiar figure and' conveys more intuitive meaning

than the rank sum.

The first subgroup pair listed in Figure 22 is familiar from

the previous section. .Figure 13 and 20 present total performance and

feedback effect recall-precision curves for the 'eleven bad' group, both

showing an advantage for the Rocchio strategy. Figure 23 pesents some of

the significant WRS findings for this group. The average number of rele-

vant documents for the eleven bad queries is 4.3, contrasting with 5.6

for the remaining'twenty-five queries. The WRS probability that these

subgroups represent populations that have the same distribution of number

of relevant documents is less than ten percent, so the difference is of

doubtful significance. When the Q0+ improvement' is compared to the Rocchio

improvement, the normalized recall and precision indicate an advantage for

the Q0+ strategy in both subgroups. This finding contradicts the recall-

1precision curves presented earlier, and is misl ading for the reasons
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stated early in this section. The meaningful conclusion to be drTn from

Figure 23 is that the differences in feedback improvement between subgroups

are not significant except for the first iteration, of the Q0+ strategy.

That is, the performance of the Rocchio strate y does not depend on whether

or not relevant documents are available for feedback. This conclusion

agrees with the recall-precision curves for this subgroup. It should be

noted that the low average normalized figures for the eleven bad queries

are due to a single query", query 34, that is destroyed by all negative

feedback strategies': Since magnitude is reflected in the averages but, not

in the WRS test, query 34 has a disproportionate effect on the average

figures but does not similarly bias the probabilities.

The comparisons using correlation of'the modified query

with the original query show stronger differences between subgroups than

the perforMance comparisons. The Rocchio strategy changes the querTombre

in both subgroups, as expected. The Q0+ strategy changes the eleven

queries not at all.on the first iteration and very little on the second.

The figure for the first iteration correlation minus the second iteration

correlation indicates that the eleven bad queries tiend'to move further,

away from the original query on the second it iation,.b4t the twenty-five

queries, tend to stay about the same differenCe from the original query.

The, direction of the RocChio strategy comparisons is the same as that of

the Q0+ comparisons, but all correlations are much weaker. The eleven bad

queries change significantly less than the twenty-five on the first.iter7

ation, but on the second the amount of change no longer differs. The ten-



'Eleven Bad' Group:

'Twenty-Five' Group:

Eleven queries that retrieve no relevant

documents with rank 5 on the

initial search.

Twenty-Five queries that retrieve some'but

not all relevant documents within rank 5

on the initial search.

Eleven ad

.

Twenty-Five

WRS

ProAability

INumber of Relevant Documents 4.3 5.6 <10%

. Initial NR

Search NP ,

76.4
42.8

88.0
72.0

<02
<01

First Improvement NR

Iter. Q + Strategy NP
o

Improvement NR

Rocchio NP

0.0

-0.2

-18.7
-0.5

(----,,5.2

4.6

3.3

3.2

<05
<02

<10

null

Second ' Improvement NR

Iter. Qo
+ NP

Improvement NR
9

Rocchio NP

.1.7

-0.3,

-10.9
-2.1

5.3

5.0

3.5

3.7

null
null

null
null

Q + Iter 1

Correlation S?rategy Iter 2.

of modified Iter 1-2

query with Rocchio Iter 1
original Strategy Iter 2
query Iter 1-2

100.0
95.9

4.1

59.7

50.2

9.4

78.5
78.8

-0.4

43.8
45.8
-0.1

<01

<01

<02

<01

null
<01

Characteristics of
Subgroups,Selected by Initial Search Retrieval

Figure 23
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dency for the eleven bad queries to move further away from the original

query on the second iteration is stronger for the Rocchio strategy, so

that the second iteration change compensates for the lack of change in the

first iteration.

Figure 24 presents feedback effect recall-precision curves for

t

the subgroups selected by performance. These.. curves seem to indicate not

only better initial search performance, but also greater fist iteration

imnrovement for the good performante group. The precision level'of the

good performance group drops less as ecall increases than that of the bad

performance group. The normalized recall and precision reported in Figure

25 indicate better initial search but slightly worse first iteration feed-'

back for the good performance group. The first and second iteration feed-

back improvement differences are not significant. It is interesting to

note that the eleven bad queries on the initial retrieval had few ez :_ele-

vant documents than the remaining twenty-five, but the bad performance

group tends to have tore relevant documents than the good performance

group. Also noteworthy is the significant tendency of the second iteration

Rocchio query to move further away from the original query in the bad per-

formance group, as though searching farther afield for relevant documents.

This tendency is not observed for the Q +.strategy.

Figure 26 describes the general behavior of the modified

queries in relation to the initial query. Ft.a both strategies the first

iteration and second iteration queries tend to-be similar in, correlation

with the original query. For the Q0+ strategy, queries that don't move fai
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Good Performance Group: Sixteen queries that retrieved all relevant

documents with rank greater than 16 in three

iterations of at least one feedback strategy.

Bad Performance Group: Twenty queries that did not retrieve all

relevant documents with rank greater than 16

in three iterations of any feedback strategy.

Good
Performance

Bad
Performance

WRS

Probability

Number of Relevant Documents 4.5 5.7 <10%

Correlation of Iter 1 50.9 46.8 null

Modip.ed vary Iter 2 51.1 41.6 null

with original, Iter 1-2 e..2 5.2 <02 '

Rocchio. Strategy
.

Initial NR 90.6 79.5 <01

Search NP 70.5 57.1 <10

Improvement, NR. 2.2 4.8 null

First
Q
o
+ Strategy NP 2.9 3.4 null

Iter. Improvement,. NR -5.3 -1.9 null

Rocchio NP -0.5 .0.1 *null

Improveme_nt, NR ' 3.8 4.7 null

Second
Q
o
+ Strategy NP . 5.2 3.4 null

Iter. Improvement, NR -0.9 -0.9 null

Rocchio NP 2.5 1.4 null

Characteristics Of

Subgroups Selected By Performance.

Figure 25
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WRS
Probability

Correlation of Modified
Query with Original
0+-0

First Iter./Seccm7. Itor
First Iter./Iter ).-Itcr 2
Second Itor/Iter 1-Iter 2

Col.rel..Ition of Modified

Query with Original
Rocchio

<01%
<01

null

First Iter./Secor Iter

First Iter,/Iter 2

Second Itor/Iter 2

<01

<10
null

Correlation of Modified

cry wLth
0 /

First Iter
Second Itor
Iter 1 - Itor 2

<05

null
<01

Cross-probabilitic:s for

Correlation of Modified Query

With OriGinal Query

Figure 26
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from the original query on the first iteration tend to move farther on the

second; this tendency is much weaker for the Rocchio strategy. The first

iteration correlations for the Q0+ strategy and Rocchio strategy tend to

vary similarly, the second iteration queries are no longer related; but

the movement between first and second iterations strongly tends to be in

the same direction,

Fi4bre 27 reports the characteristics of five of the six subgroups

chosen by correlation of the modified query with the original query. For

the Qo+ strategy on both iterations, queries that are more correlated with

the original query tend to have fewer relevant documents and inferior per-

formance. These findings can be explained by the behavior of the eleven

queries that do not retrieve relevant documents initially. For the Rocchio

strategy, there is a slight counter-tendency for queries that remain more

correlated with the original on the second & teration to have more rather.

than fewer relevant documents. The Slighificant findings for the Rocchio

J (

strategy concern the direction of query change between first and second

iterations. Queries that mcve further from the o ginal query tend to

re---e424have_ more relevant documents and poorer pe ormance. This tendency agrees

with the earlier finding in Figure 25. The subgroups chosen on the basis

f Q0+ query change between first and second iterations not shown

because for all variables the differences between subgroups s rt the

null hypothesis.

Thus far no relationships explaining the differences in performance

between positive and negative feedback have been observed. No sUbgroup

pair has shown significant differences on the four final variables;

k



Number
Relevant

Initial Search .

Normalized
Recall

Normalized
Precision

Correlation of Low 5.9 88.2 73.7

Modified Query First High 4.5 81.1 53.5

with Original Iter WRS <10% <10% <01%

4o+

Second Low, 6.3 90.4 76.5

Iter High 4.3 79.7 52.3

WRS <01 <05 <01

,Correlation of Low 5.1 84.6 65.7

Modified Query First High 5.3 84.3 60.9

with Original Iter WRS null null null

Rocchio

Second Low 4.9 80.3 58.4

Iter High 5.4 89.1 68.2

WRS <10 nu±1 null

Iter I Low 4.3 92.5 74.2

minus High 5.9 77.2 53.1
.

Iter 2 WRS <05 <01 <01

. .

Characteristics Of

Subgroups Selected By

Correlation of Modified Query

with Original Query

F figure 2T
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difference between 0 + and Rocchio strateies for first and second

iterations. The strategy seb.:ziopps were chosen in, an attempt to ex-

plore these differences from the opposite direction, to select the

queries that display differences between positive and negative feedback

and see if they also show ether differences. Thirteen queries showing

superior performqnce with Q0+ and fifteen showing better perfornance

with Rocchio were selected; the remaining eight queries showed no

difference between strategies.

Figures 28 and 29 show the feedback effect recall-precision

curves for each strategy in each group: In the Q0+ group, the 90+

strategy causes slight improvement on the first iteration and more

impror?&Aent on the second over the initial search, but the Rocchio

strategy degrades performance. The initial search performance of the

Rocchio group is higher than that of the Qo+ group until 70% recall.

Both the Qo+ and Rocchio strategies iroprove performance in the Rocchio

group, but the Rbcchio iinprovement is greater. In Figure 29 the initial

search on the remaining queries is graphed, showing that initial per-

formance is far superior for those queries that haVe equivalent per-

formance on both strategies Figure 30 shows a similar pattern in the

normalized recall and precision. In all cases, the improvement caused

by the Q
o
+ strategy is statistically equivalent in the two groups, but

the Rocchio strategy degrades performance in the Q0+ group. Except for

normalized recall in the first iteration, the Rocchio strategy improves
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Rocchio Strategy, Second Iteration

Rocchio Strategy, First Iteration

Qo+ Strategy, Second Iteration

Q0+ Strategy, First Iteration

Initial Search on Queries in

neither the Q0+ group or the

Rocchio group
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4: o
+ Strategy

R: Rocchio Strategy

Q-R: Q0+ strategy minus Rocchio strategy

Q0+ Group: Thirteen queries that have better performance
with the Qo+ strategy.

Rocchio Group: Fifteen queries that have better performance
with the Rocchio strategy.

.
..............,--

Q
o
+

Group
Rocchio
Group

WRS
Probability

Initial Normalized Recall 83.9 82.1 null

Search Normalized Precision 58.6 60.3 null

Normalized Q 2.9 3.3 null

Recall R -16.3 2.8 <01%

First
_ Q-R 19.2 0.5 <01

Iter
Normalized Q 1.9 1.5 null

Precision R -12.0 7.2 <01

Q-R 13.9 -5.7 <01
T

Normalized Q 4.5 3.2 null

Recall R -14,.7 7.5 <01

Second Q-R 19.2 -4.3 <01

Iter
Normalized Q 4.2 1.4 null

Precision R -10.t6 -10.7 <01

Q-R 14.8 -9.3 <01

Comparison of Positive and Negative Feedback

In Subgroups Selected by Feedback Strategy

Figure 30
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performance in th occhio group more than the Q0+ strategy does. The

hypothesis of greate yariability in performance with the Rocchio stra-

tegy is again reinforced.

4Infortunately, the WRS tests show no differences between the Qo+

and Rocchio groups except in feedback performance. The indication of the

ti

recall-precision curves that the Rocchio group is superior on the initial

search is not supported by the normalized measures. No differences in

number of concepts, in number of relevant documents, or in query correla-

tions are found.

To further investigate strategy differences, three subgroup pairs

are chosen based on feedback improvement in the normalized measures. One

subgroup includes all queries that show feedback improvement over the

initial search for all measures;

iterations of both strategies. Ti ere are only thirteen queries in this

lized recall and precision for two

group, because of the zero change inn the 'eleven bad' queries with the

Q0+ strategy and the first iteration normalized recall plunge often

encountered with the Rocchio strategy. The contrasting subgroup of the

'All Measures' pair contains the twenty-three queries that have zero or

negative improvement on any measure. Two other subgroup pairs are chosen
v

similarly, one by feedback in improvement on all measures of the perfor-

mayce of the Rocchio strategy (17 queries improved on all Rocchio measures,

19 did not), and the other by feedback improvement for the Q0+ strategy

(16 queries improved on all Q
o
+ measures, 20 did not). .

Figtre 31 displays the significant differences for the three sub-

group pairs. A tendency for the improved queries to be less correlated
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with the original query is seen in the All Measurespair. This tendency is

even more significant in the pair based on Qo
+ measures, but it disappears

in the Rocchio Measures iair. The 'Eleven Bad' queries that retrieve no

relevant documents on the initial search account in part for, these findings.

None of the queries in the 'Eleven Bad' group are in the 'All Q0+ Measures'

group. However, three of the eleven bad queries improve on all Rocchio mea-

sures. The eleven bad queries have high correlations with the criginal queryf

especially on the first iteration of the Q' + strategy When the correlation

equals 1 for, all eleven uerias. The differences in correlation in the'Qc 7

Measures subgroup pair cannot be entirely explained by the eleven queries,

however. The eleven queries,do not improve in both the All Measures and the

Q+ Measure's pairs, ydt the Q+ differenceS in correlation are more signifi-
o

cane than the All Measures differences.

Again an a priori choice of subgroup pairs forces .significant)

differences in the performance of negative and positive feedback strategies.

,Figure 31 shows no significant relationship in the Q0+ Measures pair with

/

the differences between the Q
o
+ and Rocchio strategies. However, in the

/-°

Rocchio Measures pair all strategy difference measures show relationships

significant at the one percent level. The relationships in these two sub-

group pairs support the conclusion drawn, from Figures 28 through 30 that

the Rocchio performance variability creates the performance differences

'between strategies. A tendency for the thirteen queries that improvd on

all measures to favor the Rocchio strategy is significant only for first- ,

iteration precision improvement. This tendency supports the difference in

recall-precision curves observed in Figures 28 and29. In these figures"

the Rocchio strategy improves the Rocchio group more than the Q+ strategy
0
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improves the Qo+ group on the first iteration.

Except for a tendency explained by initial search retrieval, no

relationships have been found that can predict feedback improvement for the

Q+ strategy or. the Rocchio strategy. However, the lack of a relationshlp

between feedback improvement and initial search performance is encouraging,

since it indicates that relevance feedback causes as much improvement in

original queries providing inadequate' information as it causes in initially

well-phrased queries.

Neither the experimental nor the analytical approach isolates a
J

single variable that predicts performance differences between negative and /

'positive" feedback. At this point, although several aspects of retrieval

b avior have been detailed, initial search performance' seems to be the only

eff ctive predictor of final results. However, it seems anomalous that

neither of the search-independent variables is related to any performance

vari1e. No subgroup pair shows any difference in number of concepts in

the o iginal query, and differences in number of relevant documents- are

significant at the ten percent level or insignificant. Subgroups based

on the number of concepts or on the number of relevant show no relationship

. ,

with any variable.
/

/".

Number of concepts is a measure related to the length of thquery,
1

\
and indicates the amount of detail wi th which the user has specified his

,

needs. The number of relevant documentsAs an indication of how. wide a sub-

ject are the user's query is intended to specify within the given document

collection.. Although these two variables are theoretically important td
I

retrieval\ each has no individual relationship to performance, and they are



of related to each other.
(
Therefore, it seems probable that the number of

concepts in the original query and the number of relevant documents have

some joint relationship to retrieval behavior. In fact, Figure 32 shows that

these two variables combined are the desired predictor of performance dif-

ferences between negative and positive feedback.

Two contrasting subgroups are chosen based on the relationship of

the number of concepts to the number of relevant. In the 'Similar' group

the two numbers are either both low, both high, or both in mid-range. The

contrasting 'High-low, Low-high' group contains those queries with few rele-

vant and many concepts or with few concepts and many relevant. The Similar

group attains signifidantly better performance with the Rocchio strategy

than,does the High-low, Low-high group. The differences between the Q0+ and

Rocchio strategies favor the Q0+ strategy in the High-low, Low-high group

and the Rocchio strategy in the Similar group. In short, every significant

relationship in Figure 30 is echoed in Figure 32. The fact that some Figure

32 relationships are weaker can be attributed in part to the eight 'neutral'

queries omitted from Figure 30 but included in Figure 32. Three of these

fall in the Similar group; the remaining five in the contrasting group.

The average differences in Figure 32 compare favorably to those in Figure

31: Except

rhe Similar

differences

that don't:

for first iteration normalized recall, the differences between

and High-low, Low-high groups are as great

between qu'eries that improve on all Rocchi

greater than the

measures and those

The joint relationship of query size and number of relevant docu-
,

ments is of little use for p ediction in an operating retrieval system/

since the number of relevant documents in the collection is not known at

the beginning of the search. However, some estimator of the number of rele-

'to 4
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Nct All Group:

All Qo+ Measures Group:

'Not All Q0+ Group:

All Rocchio Measures Group:

Not All Rocchio Group:
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Improved on all normalized measures
for two iterations of both Rocchio
and Q0+ strategies. (13 queries)

Zero or negative improvement on any
measure, any strategy, any iteration.
(23 que7ies)

Improved on all normalized measures
for two iterations of the c?0+ stra-
tegy. (16 queries)

Zero or negative improvement on any
Q0+ measure. (20 queries)

Improved on all normalized measures
for two iterations of the Rocchio
strategy. (17 queries)

Zero or negative improvement on any
Roc:chi° measure. (19 queries)

All
Measures

lr

Not
All WRS'

All Q
o
+

--Measures

Not
All
0o+ WRS

All
Rocchio
Measures

Not All
Rocchio WRS

Iter

Qo+
1 77.8 89.1 =1% 77.9 90.8 <1% 82.5 87.3 null
2 75.9 88.7 <1 76.0 90.5 <1 80.6 87.1 null

Rocchio 1 42.4* 52.2 <5 41.1 54.6 <1 4.7 51.2 null

2 42.2 47.8 null 40.5 50.0 <10 42.8 48.5 null

Correlation of Modified Query With Origina

Iter
1

NR
NP

-0.4

-1.2
11.3
4.8.

null
<5

2.6

0.1

12.5

4.7

null

null'
- .0

-5.6
,,

15.2

10.0

<1%

<1

Iter
2 '\

NR
NP

-0.8
-1.6

8.4,

3.2

null
null

-0.2
-0.3

9.3
2.9

null
null '

-4.0
-6.7

13.1
8.8

<1

<1

Q
o
+ Strategy Minus Rocchio Strategy

Comparison of Negative and Positive Feedback

In Subgroups Chosen by Feedback Improvement

Figure 31
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Number of concepts in original query and

number of relevant documents are similar

in magnitude;

From 2-4 relevant and from 3-6 concepts,
from 4-6 relevant and from 7-9 concepts,
6 or more relevant and 8 or more concepts.

'High-low, Low-high' Group: Few concepts and many relevant or few
relevant and many concepts. Not meeting
the criteria of the 'similar' group.

High-low
Lcvt-high Sim.O.ar

WRS
Probability

Initf.el Normlized Recall 62.2 E6,4, null

SeaLoh Normalized Precision 60.0 65A3 null

Normalized Q 4.8 2.5 null

First
Recall R -10.7 3.1 <10%

Iter
Q-R 15.6 -0.5 <01

Normalized Q 3.5 1.6 null

Precision R -6.8 5.8 <('5

Q-R 10.3 -4,2 <01

Norralized Q 6.1 2.5 4/' null

Recall R -10.4 7.7 <05

Second Q-R .16.5 -5.2 <01

Iter Normalized Q 5.4 1.6 null

Precision R -6.1 9.0 <02

Q-R 11.5 -7.5 <01

Comparing Positive and Negative. Feedback

In Subgroups Sz2lectu.d by

Pmber of Ccm;epts in 0.,:ig±la1 Query

and Number of Relevant Documents

Figure 32
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vant documents might be available to the system before feedback. The user

could be asked to state whether he intends his query to be zpecific or gen-

eral, and some users might even be able to estimate the number of relevant

documents available. In a larger collection the number of relevant docu-

ments retrieved on the initial search might be useful for prediciton as the

number of relevant documents available. In this collection the number of

relevant documents retrieved by the original query when N equals 5 corre-

lates highly with the number of relevant documents in the collection.

Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation'is significant at the on percent

level. (21) However, the number of relevant documents retrieved can

range from 0 to 5 only, and this range does not provide sufficient in.\orma-

tion for prediction of differences in performance of negative and positive

feedback strategies.

When the number of relevant retrieved and the number of concepts

are used to predict strategy differences, the WRS test results support the

null hypothesis. Nevertheless, a search for a predictive relation'ship

between query size and some estimator of the number of relevant documens

might well be profitable in a larger collection.

The results in Figure 32 indicate the possibility of taking advan-

tage of the performance differences between negative and positive feedback

by choosing in advance the appropriate strategy for each query. Another

approach is to develop a single algorithm that causes feedback improvement

on all queries. With this possibility in mind, the factors causing the

failure of the Rocchio algorithm on some queries in the High-low, Low-high

group should be investigated. It is evident from earlier results that the
\

inferior Rocchio performance on some queries is not caused by a failure to

retrieve relevant documents on
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the initial search. In fact, the possible obliteration of the initial query

by subtraction of non-relevant documents does not appear to be a general

problem. Only query 34 is reduced to zero by the RoCchio strategy. All

other queries gain in length on the first iteration. Of the ten queries

that lose some concepts, seven gain in performance from the change.

The data presented in this section does not directly indicate the

causes of the variability of the Rocchio strategy. In Section VII-C a

hypothesis consistent with all experimental results is advanced to explain

the contrasting behavior of positive and negative feedback.



Chapter, VII

Recommendations Based on Present and Prior Experiments

In this section, recommendations for practical interactive retrieval

'systems and for further research in relevance feedback are made. First,

specificlrecommendations for operational interactive retrieval are drawn

from the experimental results presented in the previous section. Then five

general areas of concern are discussed and research problems are suggested

using present and prior experiments as foundations for conjecture. These

general areas are evaluation of relevance feedback performance, edback of

non relevant documents; partial search strategies, and multiple query feed-

back strategies.

A. Relevance Feedback Recommendations for Concept Vector
Document Classifications Systems

The findings of this study apply to retrieval systems that use poii-

tively weighted concept vectors to describe both documents and retrieval

requests. Niition is necessary in generalizing these results to systems

that differ from the SMART system in such asp ts as the vector distance

function used for 'retrieval, or the significance of vector position and

weight magnitude. If the cosine correlation is use0 as the distance

function, and if each vector position signifies a subje t classification,

and if the magnitude of a weight is in some way related to the importance

of the corresponding subject in he document being classified, the means

of construction of the concept vectors should not affect the applicability

of these results"

Because of the characteristics of the Cranfield 200

(Section IV), these results are most relevant tc collections

collection

of article
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lerigth documents from limited technical subject areas, classified by infor-

mation from the document abstracts. The following considerations are im-

portant when generalizing to document collections of realistic size.

a) The generality (ratio of number of relevant documents avail-

able to collection size) of a larger document collection

would be lower. Lower generality would result in lower

precision and less striking precision improvement. [18]

b) The relationship of the number of documents provided for

feedback to retrieval results would change as the 'relation-

ship of this number to the collection size changel. Five

documents, the number. used most often for feedback,in this

study, constitute 2.5% of the experimental collection, equiv-

alent to fifty documents in a collection of as few as two

thousand documents. Therefore the results presented in

Section VI-C must be interpreted with regard to the relative

as well as the absolute magnitude of N.

c) The proportion of retrieved relevant to.retrieved non-

relevant documents might become smaller in a larger document

collection, although this proportion probably would not main-

tain a constant relationship to the ratio of retrieved docu-

ments to collection size. Comparison of feedback strategies

using only relevant documents to those using non-relevant

documents would be particularly affected by this proportion.

d) The number of queries available for the experimental collection

is dangerOusly low from a statistical viewpoint. The subgroups

results in Section VI-E divide a barely adequate query sample

into even smaller groups. Although care has been taken to

choose contrasting subgroups of near equal size, results of

these experiments cannot be, used for practical recommendations

without_ verification in larger collections.
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Because of the importance of these size considerations, experimen-

tation with larger document collections is strongly recommended. The

1000 to 5000 document size is convenient for many reasons. First, the time

and money needed for experiments would not be prohibitive. Second, a

collection of that size could be found that would be useful to some pro-

fessional or student group, so that actual users might be made available.

Third, subject area clusters of this size would probably constitute a

lower search level in a multi-level algorithm for large libraries, so the

techniques found useful by experiment could be directly applied as sub-

units of such an algorithm.

Despite the iimiting considerations listed above, some recommenda-
_/

tions can be drawn from the data presented. Fir,,t, the general usefulness

of the relevance feedback technique is supported. Comparison of a larger

and more carefully chosen experimental document collection (Cranfield 200)

to a smaller and less realistic one (ADI) encourages the generalization

of these results to even larger collections by demonstrating that feedback

improvement is maintained in spite of a lower ratio of relevant to non-

relevant documents available. For a more definite confirmation of this

finding performance in the Cranfield 200 collection should be compared to

that in the full Cranfield collection, because the ADI and Cranfield 200

collections are not directly comparable in subject area, query construction,

or document characteristics.

The demonstrated stability in the performance of algorithms using

only relevant documents for various relative weightings of the original

query and the retrieved documents also supports the general usefulness of
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of the technique. None of the formulas used in this study for 'relevant

I
only' strategies can be chosen as superior. This conclusion agrees with the

results report by Crawford and Melzer (12], who find no indication that

the original quer must be retained after the initial search.

Firm conc sions can be reached concerning the number of documents

used for feedback with strategies using only relevant documents. The per-
\

formance improvement caused by feeding bick more documents is impressive

up to five percent of the collection and still noticeable at seven and one-
6

half percent of the collection. In a document collection of useful size,

.-

input - output time and user effort would limit feedback to far less than five

percent of the collection. Therefore the following algorithm for deter-

mining the number of documents to be used for feedback is recommended for

larger collections on the basis of the results in Section VI-C.

At least n documents, are 'initially retrieved for each user. If

none of these n are judged relevant, more documents are retrieved until

one relevant document is foupd or N documents have been retrieved. The

numbers nand N are chosen considering cost, input-output time, and user

effort in the particular retrieval system. From the results of this study

a value of 5 or more is suggested for n, and a value less than or equal to

five percent of the collection is recommended for N. This combination feed-

back algorithm should be tested with strategies that use nonrelevant docu-

ments for feedback.

For queries retrieving no relevant documents within 'N documents,

the Rocchio strategy (Section VI-D, reference 9) using nonrelevant docu-

ments is recommended. In fact, the Rocchio strategy is often superior to
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strategies using relevant documents only even when'relevant documents are

available for feedback. In the experimental collection the Rocchio stra-

tegy is superior on 36% and equal on 32% of the queries that retrieve some

but not all relevant documents on the first iteration. Nevertheless, be-

cause of the variability in negative fee ack performance reported in

Section VI-D, feedback of nonrelevantatituments cannot be recommended as

a general strategy. Possible causes of negative feedback variability are

discussed in Section VII-C. The recommendation of the Rocchio strategy for

queries retrieving no relevant documents is supported by Steinbuhler and

Aleta. (13]

B. Evaluation of Relevance Feedback Experiments

The evaluation probis encountered in this study give rise to

several suggestions for future experiments. Some of the recommendations

made in this section are applicable only to the evaluation of interactive

feedback techniques, but others are generally valid for information retrie-

val experiments.

I'M variability of the results reported in Section VI-D casts doubt

onlli comparisons of average values of retrieval performance measures, and

demands tests of statistical sigriificance for meaningful comparison of

retrieval parameters. In Figure 17, a difference of 7% in normalized recall

is not statistically significant, yet in Figure.19 a difference of 3.1% is

found significant at the 0.6% level. Obviously it is dangerous to use the

magnitude of performance differences as the only indicators of significance

in the experimental environment of this study. The same evidence supports

the recommendation that larger query samples be obtained.

I

.rs



The apparent conflict between the normalized recall measure and the
f

recall-precision curves for negative feedbal.ck is resolved by the document

curves of Figure 20. This suggests that valuable information is lost by

attempts to condense complex retrieval information into overall performance

measures. Even the ten-point recall..precision curves do not preserve the

qtr information contained in the ,document curves. The two-valued measure, nor-

malized recall and precision, loses all indication of the supeiiority of

. the Rocchio strategy when less than 40% of the collection has been retrieved.

This.situation presents a problem in evaluation, because available

tests of statistical significance deal with single valued measures of per-

formance. Determining the joint significance of more-than one measure

requires that the statistical dependence of each measure.on the other be

known. n information retrieval, all measures of performance are based cm

a single ranked list and thus'cannot be assumed independent, yet the depen-

dence of one measure on another is difficult to determine, and may vary in

different experimental situations. For this reason no attempt is made in

this study to estimate the joint significance ofmOre than one performance

measure. Since no single valued measure preserves the information most

meaningful to these experiments, there is no way to determine the overall

statistical significance of the differences between positive and negative

feedback strategies.

In this complex experimental.environment it is imperative that the

experimenter have a clear conception of the questions he is asking, and that

he choose performance measures that can answer his questioni. A convincing

example ofthis necessity pccurs in Section VI C of this study, where ,the
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tried-and-true recall-precision curves are found inappropriate asa measure

of the effect of amount of feedback on performance. Both in Section VI-C

and Section iVI-D .the document curves are used to prevent misinterpretation

of the more corrmmeasures. The evaluation problems mentioned stimulate

thought in three areas: Summary measures of performance, interpolation

methods for recall-precision curves, and evaluation methods for interactive

strategies. The suggestions made in these areas arise directly from con-

sidetation of the questions being asked by the experimenter and the questions

being answered by the petformance measure.

Although summary measures of performance such as normalized recall

and precision lose information, they are nevertheless valuable for statis-

tical evaluation. Since all information cannot be retained in a summary

measure, a measure of the aspect of performance most relevant to the experi-

ment should be chosen. The failure of normalized recall and precision to

reflect the early retrieval advantage. of the Rocchio strategy'suggests

that these measures are answering the wrong question. They sum the recall

and precision at each po.ssible cut-off point over the entire document ,

collection, and weight ach possiblexecall or precision value equally.

From a practiCal standp int however, early retrieval performance is more

important than performa ce after-most of the collectionshas been retrieved,

especially when interactive iterative search algorithms are being tested.

.

Northalized recall in perticular seems intuitively inappropriate for this

study in that a change in rank from 195 to 191 has the same effect on nor-

malized recall as a change from five to one. Yet the idea of summing recall

or precision at all cut-off values is a sound.basis for a summary measure of
0
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performance. Two alternate measures, called weighted recall and weighted

precision, are suggested that preserve the summation idea but attach greater

importance to earlier retrieval. Rocchio's normalized recall and precision

are stated most simply by the following formulaS:

NR

NP=

N

1

N
j=1

P.

where R. and Pi pr ecisionare recall andrecision at a cut-off of rank j. Weighted

recall and precision give a weight of N to the recall and precision values

at rank 1 and progressively smaller weights to later values, as indicated

by the following formulas

WR =
2

N(N+1)
(N-j+1) Rj

j=1

N `,

2'

WP ii
7 (N-j+1) P.

(N+1) 3

j=1

The multiplier 2/N(N+1) gives weighted recall and precision the same range

as normalized recall and precision. Similar formulas can be constructed

giving more or less relative weight t,,earlier retrieval performance. In

this way a range of two-valued summary performance measures can be provided

from,which an experimenter can select the measure that reflects his concerns.
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The interpolation methods used for the recall-precision curves in

this study, have been supported or criticized in the past with regard to the

'meaning' of the average curve obtained. Statistical testsof the signifi-

cance of precision differences at each level.of recall treat each interpo-

lated value as a measure. of the performance of a single query, and may com-

'pare interpolated precision values to actual values achieved by other queries.

Th4s the meaning of the single interpolated value is the important factor in

a choice of interpolation method, because each interpolation method defines

a performance equivalence relation among queries with different numbers of

relevant documents.

To make this point clearer, the example query of Figures 1 and 2

is used. This query, now called query A, has four relevant documents and

retrieves them with ranks of 4, 6, 12, and 20. Suppose query B has eight

relevant documents. What ranks are assigned to these eight documents by

query B if it achieves performance equivalent to that of query A?

The rank of every other relevant document retrieved by query B is

determined by the precision after each relevant document of query A is

retrieved. That is, the second relevant document is retrieved by query B

with rank 8, giving precision of 2/8 (1/4). The fourth relevant document

of query B has rank 12, the sixth rank 24; and the eighth rank 40. The

ranks of the first, third, fifth, and:seventh documents relevant to query

B are determined by the interpolation method used, because,for statistical

comparison the precision after the first relevant document of query B is

retrlieved must be 4'quivalent to the interpolated value for query A at 12.5961

t e precision after the third relevant must be equivalent to the interpolated
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value for query A at 37.5%, and so forth.

Figure 33 gives the ranks of the eight relevant documents of query

B that are defined as 'equivalent' to the ranks of the four relevant docu-

ments of query A: 4, 6, 12, and 20, by several interpolation methods in-

cluding Quasi-Cleverdon and Neo-Cleverdon. Only exact integer ranks are

assigned in the SMART system, but integer ranks equivalent to the ranks
ft

listed for Quasi-Cleverdon could ccur if a query had enough relevant docu-

ments. Note the underlined rank of 6 given to the second relevant document

by the Neo-Cleverdon interpolation. At this point the Neo-Cleverlon inter-

polation i4gores the actual Query A precision at 25% recall and assigns a

new precision value. This discarding of achieved recall levels is done by

Neo-Cleverdon wheneVer the precision at a subsequent recall level is higher.

The 'Lower Limit' interpolation represents the worst performance any query

could achieve and still maintain the Query A precision values at 25%, 50%,

75%, and 100% recall. The 'Upper Limit' interpolation represents the best

possible performance. The 'Equal Proportion' interpolation expresses the

intuitively appealing idea that the relevant documents retrieved between the

recall levels achieved by Query A should be ranked half-way between the

djacent well-defined ranks. Figure 33 shows that the ranks defiried by

Quasi-Cleverdon Interpolation are only slightly different than the Equal

Proportion ranks. However, the Neo-Cleverdon interpolation is closer to

the bottom limit after the highest precision point has b,een achieved and

near the top limit before the high point of precision. The underlined

rank of 6 is in fact above the top limit.
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Query B:
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An example query with four relevant documents. For

query A precision values at points other than 25%, 50%,

75%, and 100% recall must be interpolated.

A hypothetical query with eight relevant documents

that achieves performance 'equivalent' to query A.

In each column of the table, the ranks of the eight

relevant documents of query B are set to give the

Same precision as the interpolated precision defined

for query A by a given interpolation method.

Quasi-Cleverdon
Neo-Cleverdon: Interpolation methods described by Figures 1 and 2.

Bottom Limit: An interpolation method based on the bottom limit

of performance that a query could achieve and still

have precision values equivalent to those at the

uninterpolated points of the given query.

Top Limit: An interpolation method based on the top limit of

performance a query could achieve and still have.
equivalent precision values at the uninterpolated

points.

Equal Proportion: An interpolation method based on assigning an inter-

polated rank at each recall point such that the assigned

rank and the adjacent uninterpolated ranks are related

in the same proportion as are the recall points of

interpolation and the adjacent achieved recall levels.

Recall
Level,

Query A Equivalent Query B Ranks as Defined by:

Ranks
Quasi- i Neo- 1 Lower Equal 1 Upper

Cleverdon Cleverdon I Limit Proportion i Limit

12.5% 4

25 4 8

37.5 10.3

50 6 12

62.5 17.3

75 12 24

87.5 31.5

100 i 20 40

3

6

9

12

I 20

24

35

I40

8 4 1

8 8 8 )

12 10 8

12 12 12

24 18 12

24 24 . 24

40 32 24

40 40 I 40

Examples of Performance Equivalence Between Queries

As Defined By Different Interpolation Methods

Figure 33
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Figure 34 demonstrates all five interpolation methods in graphical

form. The small squares on the graph represent the uninterpolated pre-

cision values achieved by Query A. All other figures represent the inter-

polation points at each five percent of recall defined by the five inter-

polation strategies described. It is evident that the Quasi-Cleverdon and

Equal Proportion interpolations are almost identical. The Upper Limit

interpolation is not graphed until 25% recall since it assigns 100% pre-

cision to all earlier points. Beyond 25% recall the per Limit and Lower

Limit interpolations define quadrilaterals within which any precision

value is possible to a query with equivalent precision at the uninterpolated

points. The two circled points of the Neo-Cleverdon interpolation are Out-

side the defined quadrilateral and thus are impossible.

Note that none of the interpolated curves bear any resemblance to

the sawtooth curve of Figures 1 and 2. The sawtooth curve represents the

behavior of precision values in a single query between achieved recall

levels. It is completely irrelevant to interpolation, because the inter-

/
polated values are statistically compared to the precision at achieved

recall levels of other queries, not to precision between achieved levels.

A comparison of Figure 1 and Figure 34 shows that many points on thesaw-

tooth curve fall outside the range of .possible interpolation points defined.

by the Lower Limit and Upper Limit interpolations.

A basic question arises from this discussion: 'What interpolation

method provides the most appropriate definition of equivalent performance

for queries having different numbers of relevant documents?' Figure 34

shows that the range of possibly equivalent interpolatioa points is great.

One way of defining equivalence would be to pick the performance within

the possible range that has the same probability of occurrence as the per-
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Ci Equal Proportion interpolation
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Mfr Quasi-Cleverdon interpolation
0 Neo-Cleverdon interpolation

Upper Limit interpolation

r 25

i.

20

i

O

n

15

40

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

% Recall

Twenty-Point Interpolation From Example Query A

Using Five Different Interpolation Methods

Figure 34
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formance of the query for which interpolated values are sought. However,

if it is assumed that integer ranks are assigned randomly without replace-

ment, the Lower Limit interpolation curve in Figure 34 describes a perfor-

mance level more probable than the performance of example Query A. The

assumption of random assignment of ranks is inappropriate for information

retrieval, because both the query vectors and the document vectors would

have to be random. The controlling piobability' determinant foi this study

is the set of document vectors, because it is unchanged from one experiment

to the next. Thus an appropriate definition of equivalent performance

would be performance equally probable in the given'set of document vectors.

This probability could be.estimated from experimental results. For exper-

iments that evaluate changes in the document space, the determinants of

probable performance would be the constant factors in the experimental en-

vironment.

A rough estimate of an approptiate equivalence relation can be

derived from the fact that normalized recall, normalized precision, and the

document curves each provide a definition of equivalent performance.

Equal performance for both recall and precision is defined by the document

curves as performance equal at each cut-off rank, and by the normalized

measures as performance giving an equal sum over all cut-off ranks. Since

precision is defined as relevant retrieved divided by, total retrieved,

normalized precision equivalent to query A is provided by a query that

retrieves a relevant document at ranks Al 6, 12, and 20 and no other rele-
:,

vant documents, or by any query that has the same sum of precision at each

cut-off value. Lower Limit interpolation provides a lower overall sum of

precision values because the same precision levels are achieved at lower

ranks. Therefore, the normalized precision definition of equivalence would
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give slightly higher interpolated values than does Lower Limit interpolation.

Recall, however, is defined as relevant retrieved divided by total

relevant, so query B would have recall equivalent to query A if it could

somehow retrieve the first two relevant docuMents with rank 4, the second

two with rank 6-, the third two with rank 12, and the last two with rank 20.

The normalized recall definition of equivalent pe ormance demands n times

the precision at each recall'level for a query with n times the number of

relevant documents. The Upper Limit interpolation gives lower values than

this at all points.

To provide some estimate of a reasonable equivalence relation for

the experimental environment of this study, the relationship of number of

relevant documents to initial normalized recall and precision are presented.

Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation is positive for precision (.25)

and slightly negative for recall (-.017). (21] If either normalized pre-

cision or normalized recall provided a valid definition of equivalent per-

formance for this query and document collection, the number of relevant

documents would show no correlation with that measure. Therefore a defini-

tion of equivalence that coincides with the performance observed in this

environment would be somewhere between the definition implied by normalized

A'
precision and that implied by normalized recall, but closer to that of nor-

,

malized recall. That is; an appropriate interpolation method would be

closer to Upper Limit interpolation than to Lower Limit interpolation. This

conclusion contradicts the opinion expressed by the proponents of Neo-

Cleverdon interpolation that the Quasi-Cleverdon method gives artificially

high results. The rank correlations of initial normalized recall and pre-

cision to the number of relevant documents indicate that the Quasi-Cleverdon

interpolation may be conservative in the environment of these experiments.
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Three considerations mentioned in the foregoing discussion support

the recommendation that Quasi-Cleverdon interpolation rather than Neo-

Cleverdon interpolation be used for investigations in query and document

collections similar to the Cranfiuld data. First, the,Neo-Cleverdon.inter-

polation supplies data points that could not occur in a query with pre-

cision at uninterpolated recall levels equal to' that of the query being

represented. Since interpolated data points are statistically compared to

achieved data points of other queries, ignoring some of the,achieved

data points of a query is inappropriate. Second, Quasi-Cleverdon

interpolation gives results similar to an intuitively pleasing method

(Equal Proportion) that assigns an interpolated rank half-way between the

ranks a query with comparable precision at uninterpolated data points could

achieve. Third, data supports the conclusion that the Quasi-Cleverdon inter-

polation does not give interpolated points that are artificially high in

this experimental environmerit. Further investigation of the relationship

of retrieval performance to the number of relevant documents should be

conducted to support the clioice of an interpolation method that provides

a meaningful definition of equivalent performance for different queries.

Such an interpolation methdd could lead to more general and more meaningful

use of recall - precision curves as measures of retrieval performance.

When Hall and Weiderman (17] propose feedback effect evaluation,

they are saying that total performance measures do not answer the question

that is most relevant to relevance feedback experiments. Considerations

of the questions the experimenter wishes to ask leads to the construction

of,several evaluation methods appropriate for relevance feedback, one of

which is also useful in evaluating other strategies that require partial

'searches of the document collection.
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Total performance, when.evaluating an iterative strategy, answers

the question 'How much closer is the modified query vector to the optimum

query vector (Section III, Reference 9)7' Hall and Weiderman state that

"For a relevance feedback system the measure of its effectiveness should be

a measure of how many new relevant documents are retrieved as a result of

feedback." [17] However, feedback effect evaluation does not measure the

variable that Hall and Weiderman propose. Instead, it answers the question

'What is the overall ret ieval performance of the system after each itera-

tion from the viewpoin of the user who is interacting with the system

1

,,--

The distinction being made above is based on the components o per-

formance that are isolated for measurement. To measure how many new r le-

vant documents are retrieved by feedback, the change in performance caused

by the feedback, on each-iteration must be isolated from all other factors.

In feedback effect evaluation, the early retrieval of previous iterations

becomes an albatross which,is hung on each new iteration, so that the possi-

bility of change in repor/ted performance becomes less for each iteration.

The description of feedback effect in Section V-C makes this point clear.

7
Before further discussion of the question that Hall and Weiderman

ask, the question that Feedback E,ffect evaluation answers is explored.

Figure 35 shows total perf balance evaluation with Quesi-Cleverdon inter-

polation and Feedback Effec evaluation with Neo-Cleverdon interpolation for

two comparable strategies (Total Performance Q
o

and Feedback Effect Q
o
+)

with N equal to 5. The difference between the initial search curves is

entirely due to the difference in interpolation *hods.

The first iteration total performance curve shows that for the

average information requeSt the modified query.vector is much closer to the

optimum query vector than is the original query vector. The change in total



p

0

performance from first iteration to second.iteration indicates much less

change in the query vector was caused by relevant'documents retrieved on

the,first iteration than was caused by relevant documents retrieved on the

initial search. This smaller, change is due in part to the fact that total

0.

performance evaluation does,notretrieve five new documents for the second

iteration modification. The five documents retrieved on the initial search

are new, but the five retrieved on the first iteration probably include all

relevant documents retrieved on the initial search.

The feedback effectcurves show much less change than the total per-

formance curves after the initial search, demonstrating that the user inter -

'.acting with the feedback system observes little of the effect of the change

in the position of the query vector..., The,largest changes in the feedback

,effect curves are observed at high recall levelst'because the freezing Of

the early retrieval limits,possible gains in precision at low recall levels.

The slight improvement observed at,low recall levels is probably dUe to the

leftward = ntension of later precision improvements by Neo-Cleverdon inter-

polati n.

The comparison of total performance curves ,to Feedback Effect curves

shows that great improvement in the'position of the query vector Is needed

,before the user at the teletype notices an overall'improvement in inter-

active retrieval. This conclusion is significant in predicting the psycho-

logical impact of automatic interactive retrieval on its users.

Two methods bf evaluation answer two valid questions about inter-,.1

active retrieval systems. Yet other questions can be asked, and other eval -,

uation methods can be .constructed to answer them. Four-examples-of-possible_

evaluation methods are presented below, one of which answers the Hall-
.

.
Weiderman question 'Hdw many new relevant documents are retrieved as a result
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C) 11 Initial Search, First Iteration, and Second Iteration

for Total Performance with Quasi=Cleverdon Interpolation.

0 6 Initial Search, First Iteration, and Second Iteration
for Feedback Effect with Neo-Cleverdon Interpolation

_ I J L I
0

20 30 40 50 60 70- 80 90 100

% Recall

.Comparison of Twd Evaluatidn Method;

Total Performance Evaluation with Quasi-Cleverdon Interpolation

and

Feedback Effect Evaluation with Neo-Cleverdon Interpolation

tar

Comparable Strategies, N = 5

Figure 35
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of feedback?'

The total performance evaluation method is inappropriate for rele-

vance feedback because it does not ensure that the documents used for feed-

back have not been encountered previously. This fault in the evaluation

method does not invalidate the question it is intended to answer: 'How

much closer is the modified query to the optimum query?' The total perfor-

mance algorithm is here modified to answer this question for more than one

iteration of relevance feedback. The modified algorithm flags all documents

presented to the user for feedback, and presents N new documents on each

iteration regardless of the rank of the N
th

new document in the list ranked

by total performance. The recall-precision curves resulting from this algo-

rithm could be directly compared to those generated by the total performance

algorithm in experiments not involving document feedback. However, the

document curves are changed in meaning because different queries would

assign different ranks to the N
th

new relevant document. Nevertheless, the

modified total performance algorithm is needed to determine the performance

increment caused by feedback iterations after the first. Both total perfor-

mance and feedback effect evaluation limit the attainable performance of

later iterations. Both evaluation methods therefore indicate a sharp drop

in performance improvement after the first iteration, and both indicate so

little improvement between the second and third iterations that third iter-

ation results are not reported in this study. Modified total performance

evaluation might show subsequent feedback iterations to be nearly as valu-

able as the first in moving the modified query toward the optimum query, and

thus might stimulate further study of later iterations of relevance feedback.

Two evaluation methods similar to feedback effect evaluation have

been discussed, both of which indicate better preformance after feedback
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than feedback effect evaluation does. One of these methods assigns all pre-

viously retrieved relevant documents the highest possible ranks and all pre-

viously retrieved non-relevant documents the lowest possible ranks. This

algorithm is here called 'best list' because it answers the question 'Using

all information available to the system, what is the best ranked list of

documents that can be presented to the user after the iteration being evalu-

ated has made a search?' This algorithm would report better performance

for iterations after the first than any evaluation method discussed earlier

in this report, because it maximizes ranking effect for each query. However,

the impressive performance changes would not be informative, because most

of the improvement reported by best list evaluation would not be caused by

the changes made to the query vector as a result of feedback.

A better alternative that retains an outlook important to the user

is here called 'modified feedback effect' evaluation. Feedback effect

freezes the ranks of all documents presented to the user on earlier feedback

iterations, and assigns the first document retrieved on the ith iteration a

rank of iN +l, if N documents are used for feedback on each iteration. Modi-

fied feedback effect freezes the ranks of all previously retrieved relevant

documents, and assigns the first document retrieved on the ith iteration the

rank next below that of the last retrieved relevant document. Non-relevant

documents retrieved with ranks higher than that of the last retrieved rele-

vant document retain their earlier ranks, and non-relevant documents retrieved

with lower ranks are re-ranked by the modified query. Like modified total

performance evaluation, modified feedback effect retrieves N new documents

on each iteration regardless of the rank of the N
th

. It answers the ques-

tion 'What is the best performance that can be achieved this iteration given

the performance indicated by (i.e. without changing the ranks of) the rele-
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vant documents already seen by the user?' Hall and Weiderman define ranking

effect as "changes in the rank of relevant documents previously seen by the

user" (underscore mine) (17). By this definition, modified feedback effect

evaluation is the appropriate measure of feedback effect. Since non-rele-

vant documents retrieved below that last retrieved relevant document are re-

ranked rather than being pushed to the bottom of the list, all performance

improvement between iterations can be attributed to changes in the query.

Feedback effect evaluation and modified feedback effect evaluation

have a common characteristic; performance on each feedback iteration is

limited by the early retrieval performance already achieved. Thus neither

way of measuring 'feedback effect' directly answers the Hall-Weiderman

question 'How many new relevant documents are retrieved as a result of

feedback?' Rephrased in terms of overall performance so that 'retrieved'

need not be defined, this question is 'What is the performance of the modified

query with respect to the relevant documents that have not yet been pre-

sented to the user?' By Rocchio's theory (9), this is equivalent to the

question 'How close is the modified query to the optimum query for the docu-

ments not yet presented. to the user?' Therefore, to answer Hall and Weider-

man's question the evaluation method must treat the remainder of the docu-

ment collection as a complete collection and the remainder of the relevant

documents as a complete set of relevant documents, and perform a total

performance evaluation of the modified query in this new environment. The

evaluation method constructed to answer the three equivalent questions posed

above is called 'residual collection' evaluation.

Three problems are encountered in the construction of a residual

collection evaluation method. The first and most obvious problem occurs

when all relevant documents are retrieved before all requested iterations



are completed. This problem is solved by dropping all queries that retrieve

all relevant documents from the query sample for later iterations, and

reporting the number of queries remaining in the sample for each iteration.

This solution has the advantage of eliminating all meaningless information

from the evaluation of each iteration to give an unbiased indication of the

improvement obtained as a result of feedback. Of course, a user in a real

environment might conduct fruitless searches, not knowing that all relevant

documents available had been retrieved. residual collection evaluation

ignores this user's dilemma because there is no unambiguous way to take

account of it in the experimental environment.

The second problem occurs in averaging the performance of different

queries. Each query may have a different residual collection for a given

iteration. This poses no problem unless the number of documents used for

feedback is not the same for all queries, in which case the residual collec-

tions are not the same size. The variable feedback situation does not

change the meaning of normalized measures or of recall-precision curves as

long as the appropriate collection size is used for averaging. However,

two possible methods of document curve construction exist. Recall and pre-

cision could be averaged after an absolute number of documents had been

retrieved, or at percentiles of the document collection. Since recall and

precision values change rapidly at the higher ranks and since all queries

would be averaged into the earliest retrieval points, the absolute number

of documents retrieved is an appropriate evaluation dimension for early

retrieval. Percentile of the collection is a better evaluation dimension

for document curves intended to summarize overall performance.

The third problem involves comparison of results between iterations.

For two retrieval algorithms, performance measures obtained by residual



collection evaluation could be directly compared for each feedback iteration.

However, if one iteration of a feedback strategy is compared to a previous

iteration of the same strategy, the question asked of the comparison must be

specified. Direct comparison is appropriate if the question asked is of

this type: 'How much more improvement occurred as a result of first iteration

feedback than occurred as a result of second iteration feedback?' This is

a meaningful question that cannot be asked of other evaluation methods. How-

ever, a quite different type of question is often asked: 'Would it be

better for the user to perform a second feedback iteration thee to look at

the later retrieval of the first iteration?' The latter question is not

answered by direct comparison of residual collection measures, becauss it

is equivalent to the question 'Is the second iteration query closer to the

optimum query for the second iteration residual collection than the first

iteration query is?' Thus residual collection evaluation must provide the

option of re- evaluating the performance of queries used for previous searches

in the residual collection constructed for a later search. This re-evalu-

ation is not difficult if the ranks assigned to relevant documents by earlier

iterations are saved. To calculate the performance of the first iteration

query in the second iteration residual collection, for example, all relevant

documents presented for feedback on the second iteration are deleted from

the saved list (or not saved) and the lowest rank assigned by the first iter-

ation to a document presented for second iteration feedback is subtracted

from each rank assigned to a relevant document by the first iteration. (This

'lowest rank' is the number of documents fed back on the second iteration.)

The adjusted ranks of relevant documents are used to calculate all measures

and the size of the second iteration residual collection is used for aver-

aging.

In spite of the greater complexity of calculation, residual collection
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evaluation is recommended for future experiments with relevance feedback,

because it directly answers a hitherto uninvestigated question considered

most relevant to the evaluation of feedback strategies. Moreover, the view-

point presented by residual collection evaluation is appropriate to other

areas of information retrieval research. Some of these areas are discussed

in later sections of this report.

An evaluation method has been proposed that avoids the controversy

between feedback and ranking effect. The document collection is randomly

separated into two halves here called subset one and subset two. The feed-

back and query alteration are performed based on subset one, then the original

query and all altered queries are tested on the documents of subset two.

Subset two thus performs the function of a residual collection not containing

documents used for feedback. This evaluation method, here called test

collection evaluation, has the same advantages as residual collection evalu-

ation. It shares two residual collection evaluation disadvantages. First,

both methods require that previous queries be re-evaluated in the residual

or test collection. Of course, residual collection evaluation provides

several test collections while test collection evaluation supplies only one.

Second, both methods may encounter queries with no relevant documents in the

residual or test collection and that therefore must be dropped form the evalu-

ation. This condition is less likely in residual collection evaluation

because the residual collection is as large as possible. Test collection

evaluation has one advantage and two disadvantages as compared to residual

collection evaluation. It has the advantage of using the same collection to

test all queries, while residual collection evaluation uses a different

residual collection for each query, causing the problems stated earlier.

On the other hand, residual collection evaluation has the advantage of pro-
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viding the largest possible collection for test purposes.. in every cape. AlsO,

residual collection answers directly a question not answered by test collec-

tion evaluation, which is the Hall and Weiderman question 'How many new rele-

vant document are retrieved as a result of feedback.' This question requires

the use of different test collections for each query, because the 'new rele-

vant documents' available to each query in the document collection are dif-

ferent.

Test collection evaluation thus provides a method of evaluation dis-

tinct from residual collection evaluation and having several advantages over

the evaluation methods previously employed. Its major disadvantage is the

need to halve the size of the experimental collection. However, test collec-

tion evaluation promises to be a useful technique for providing direct com-

parison between varied feedback strategies, search techniques, vector construc-

tions, and other dissimilar experiments conducted over a long period and

using the same large document collection divided into the same subsets. It

parallels the commonly accepted procedure of providing a control group and

a test group for each experiment, and should be added to the evaluation

methods employed in information retrieval as soon as a large enough collec-

tion is obtained.

From consideration of the problems encountered in evaluating the

experiments reported, five recommendations for evaluation of relevance

feedback algorithms are made. First, larger document collections with larger

query samples should be obtained and statistical tests should be used to

support all average results. Second, weighted recall and precision, summary

measures analogous to normalized recall and precision, are recommended to

attach greater significance to early retrieval than to later retrieval.

Third, Quasi-Cleverdon interpolation is recommended over Neo-Cleverdon
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interpolation for constructing average recall - precision curves in the exper-

imental environment of this study, and further investigation of possible

definitions of 'equivalent performance' for queries having different numbers

of relevant documents is suggested. Fourth, three new evaluation methods

are constructed that are more appropriate for relevance feedback study than

existing methods. The three methods are called modified total performance

evaluation, modified feedback effect evaluation, and residual collection

evaluation. Each answers a different question that is relevant to the study,

of interactive document feedback. Fifth, a previously suggested evaluation

method, here called test collcction evaluation, is distinguished from resi-

dual collection evaluation and is recommended to provide directly comparable

studies of different types of retrieval and classification methods.

C. Feedback of NonRelevant Documents

The results reported in Section VI -D and VI-E indicate that feedback

of non-relevant documents provides excellent retrieval for certain queries

and very poor retrieval for certain others. Although the causes of this

variability are not clear from this study, promising indications for further

research are found in Section VI-E. Similar investigation of subgroup

properties should be conducted in larger document collections with larger

query samples, because the sizes of some subgroups investigated are marginally

small for the statistical test used, especially when tied observations occur.

With a larger query sample, comparisons within subgroups as well as between

subgroups would be meaningful. Four research areas suggested by results

reported in Section VI-E are listed below.

1) Three findings indicate that for the Rocchio strategy, move-

ment of the modified query away from the original query

between the first and second iterations is correlated with
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poor performance, especially with poor initial search results.

This direction of movement could be an effect of inadequate

feedback, or it could be an attempt to compensate for a poor

original query. Residual collection evaluation could deter-

mine whether the movement of the second iteration Rocchio query

further from the original query results in performance improve-

ment or performance degradation, and modified total perfor-

mance evaluation could determine whether the movement is

toward or away from the optimum query for all relevant docu-

ments. A difference in the results of these two evaluation

methods would raise implications for multiple query strategies

(discussed in Section VII-D).

2) Recall-precision curves (but not normalized measures) indicate

that the queries resulting in performance degradation with

the Rocchio strategy give poorer performance on the initial

search and poorer performance and less first iteration

improvement with the Q0+ strategy than other queries. If

this relationship holds in other collections, this type of

query should be studied separately to discover the causes of

this poor performance. It is possible that the relevant docu-

ments for these queries form two or more separated clusters in

document space. The implications of this possibility are

discussed shortly.

3) Further study of those queries that retrieve no relevant docu-

ments on the initial search should be conducted in an environ-

ment containing more such queries. The ingenuity of Stein-

buhler and Aleta (13] in artificially creating the same

retrieval situation by omitting retrieved relevant documents

from the collection leads to valid conclusions about nega-

tive feedback, but does not provide a valid means of investi-

gating the type of query that results in poor initial retrie-

val.

4) Finally, the joint relationship of number of concepts and

number of available relevant documents to the performance
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of positive and negative feedback strategies should be explored

in several ways. Some relevant questions are:

1) Does the relationship found in the Cranfield 200 collec-

tion hold in other environments? Does it hold for resi-

dual collection evaluation?

2) Is query vector length a better predictor than number

of concepts? If so, is the reported relationship caused

by the failure of this study to normalize the components

of the Rocchio query modification? Does the change in

query vector length after feedback have some relationship

to the reported phenomenon?

3) Can the number of documents retrieved on the initial search

be used as an estimator of the number of available rele-

vant documents? If so, can the system select an appro-

priate strategy for each query before iteration? If not,

can another estimator be found that is known to the system

before iteration?

4) Do the queries with many concepts and few relevant have

similarities to the queries with few concepts and many

relevant other than that of poor performance on the Rocchio

strategy? Do these two groups differ in characteristics

other than number of concepts and number of relevant?

Does the Rocchio strategy fail for the same reason or

forl.a different reason in each group?

A hypothesis is presented that explains some of the observed per

formance differences between the negative feedback strategies and the posi-

tive feedback strategies investigated, and is consistent with all experi-

mental results reported. Hypothesis:

For most queries, for every vector v contained in the set

R of relevant document vectors there exists at least one

vector s contained in the set S of non-relevant document
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vectors such that for some other vector r contained in k,

cos(r,$) is greater than cos(v,r). Further, for a signifi-

cant number of queries the.,prevalence of such relationships

effectively prevents the retreival of some relevant documents

with reasonable precision by any relevance feedback strategy

that constructs only one query on each iteration.

This hypothesis states in effect that the documents relevant to a

single query are usually found in two or more distinct clusters in the

concept vector space, and that these clusters of relevant documents are

separated from each other by non-relevant documents. Further, it states

that for a significant number of queries this phenomenon will seriously

interfere with the retrieval of some relevant documents regardless of the

relevance feedback strategy employed. For any collection in which this

hypothesis is true, all relevance feedback algorithms tested in this study

are inappropriate for a significant percentage of retrieval requests. Al-

gorithms constructing more than one query on each feedback iteration are

necessary in such an environment.

The anomalous results of the reported comparisons of positive and

negative feedback support the conclusion that the stated hypothesis is true

in the Cranfield 200 collection. Because this collection is a carJully

chosen subset of a larger collection representative of a well-defined,

technical, limited subject area, this conclusion suggests that multiple

query algorithms or other means of simplifying the distribution of rele-

vant document vectors in the vector set being searched will be needed in

practical automatic retrieval systems.

The most ubiquitous indication of separated relevant clusters is

the typical negative feedback drop in normalized recall on the first iter-

ation. This decrease in normalized recall is coupled with a rise in total
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performance normalized precision and in both total performance and feedback

effect precision at all recall levels. As was stated earlier, this com-

bination of measurements indicates that the Rocchio strategy raises the

ranks of some high-ranking relevant documents and lowers the ranks of

other low-ranking relevant documents. In fact, Figure 21 shows that both

negative feedback strategies tested are superior to positive feedback within

the top 8% of the ranked collection, but greatly inferior in recall after

20% of the collection has been scanned. Both negative feedback strategies

maintain a slight first iteration advantage in precision. The early nega-

tive feedback advantage is evident in spite of the freezing of the top ranks

for feedback effect evaluation. Therefore it is evident that the ranks of

high-ranking unretrieved relevant documents are being raised more by nega-

tive feedback than by positive feedback, but that the ranks of low-ranking

relevant documents are being lowered much more by negative feedback to

cause a precipitous drop in the average recall difference between negative

and positive feedback. Rephrasing the previous sentence in terms of query

vector movement, the use of nearby non-relevant documents as well as nearby

relevant documents for feedback causes the query to move closer to other

nearby relevant documents than to nearby non-relevant documents, but at the

same time to move farther from relevant documents already relatively distant

than from relatively distant non-relevant documents. Such a description

of vector position change is easiest to explain by assuring the presence of

non-relevant documents between the 'nearby' and 'distant' groups of rele-

vant documents. In particular, Figure 21 might indicate that the non-

relevant documents used for feedback are between the retrieved relevant

documents and the 'distant' relevant documents, and actively push the

modified query away from low-ranking relevant documents.
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Several characteristics of the groups of queries chosen by strategy

in Section VI-E are consistent with the hypothesis of separated relevant

clusters. The criterion for selection of the Qo+ and Rocchio groups is

retrieved within i N documents on the i 'th iteration, ranging from one to

three. The differences in normalized recall and precision between these

groups are caused by the Rocchio strategy. The normalized measures for

the Q+ strategy are not significantly different between the Q0+ group and

the Rocchio group, but in the Qo+ group the Rocchio strategy degrades per-

formance and in the Rocchio group it improves performance. In addition,

the recall-precision curves of Figure 28 and 29 show that the initial search

curve of the queries in neither group is the highest, while the initial

search curve of the Q0+ group is the lowest at low and medium recall levels.

The findings summarized above can be explained in terms of the

hypothesis as follows: The strategy differences are caused by the Rocchio

strategy because it uses negative feedback to discriminate better between

the retrieved relevant and retrieved non-relevant documents. If the retrieved

non-relevant documents are badly positioned relative to some unretrieved

relevant documents, the Rocchio strategy specifically moves the query away

from these relevant documents while the Qo+ strategy merely moves toward

retrieved relevant documents. Because the'Rocchio strategy discriminates

better between relevant clusters represented by feedback, it can have in-

ferior retrieval only if the Rocchio query is pushed away from all relevant

documents by negative feedback (only 3 cases) or if it moves away from

many relevant documents in order to better discriminate between a relatively

small relevant cluster and nearby non-relevant documents. Since both

strategies use the same relevant documents for feedback on the first iter-

ation, only the hypothesis of separated relevant clusters can explain how
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negative feedback moves the query further away from relevant documents than

positive feedback. Since the described movement of the Rocchio query cannot

occur if the original query retrieves relevant documents that represent

the largest relevant clusters, the Q0+ group has poor initial search per-

formance. The Rocchio strategy has better early retrieval if the original

query retrieves documents representing the largest clusters without retrie-

ving the entire cluster, that is, if the original query is good but not op-

timal. If the original query is already near-optimal both strategies will

have equally good performance. This reasoning explains the high average

performance of queries in neither group at all recall levels. The Rocchio

group and the 120+ group are equally low in initial precision at high recall,

indicating that in both groups the original query is far from some separated

clusters of relevant documents. Also, in Figur6-30 the Rocchio strategy in

the Rocchio group has lower normalized recall on the first iteration than

the Q0+ strategy in the Rocchio group, indicating that even when the Rocchio

strategy provides better early retrieval, it still lowers the ranks of dis-

tant relevant documents relative to the ranks assigned by the Qo+ strategy

to these documents. If no queries in the Rocchio group had separated clus-

ters of relevant documents, the higher early retrieval of the Rocchio stra-

tegy would lead to higher normalized recall also.

The first statement of the hypothesis is thus consistent with deported

results. The stronger statement that the presence of separated clusters of

relevant documents will prevent full retrieval for a singificant number of

queries with any single-query feedback strategy is supported by the low

average precision at 100% recall. The highest reported total performance

average precision at full recall is 45%, and the highest feedback effect

average precision is 33%. To further support this stronger claim, the per-

formance of the individual queries for the Qo+ and Rocchio strategies are

examined. Twenty-eight of the 42 queries display performance indicating
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the presence of separated relevant clusters; that is, as the correlation of

one relevant document rises, the rank of another relevant document falls.

Twenty-two of these queries display this behavior with the go+ strategy,

proving that the phenomenon is not caused only by negative feedback. Eighteen

queries seem seriously affected by the presence of separated relevant clus-

ters. For 12 of these queries, one or more relevant documents are not re-

trieved within 20% of the collection, or 40 documents, by either positive

or negative feedback after three feedback iterations. The average precision

at 100% recall for these queries is 7.4% when the best strategy is chosen

for each query. Six more queries have at best less than 20% precision at

full recall and must search at least 10% of the document collection. The

average precision of-these six queries at full recall is 16% when the best

strategy is used for each query. The average rank of the last relevant

document retrieved by these queries is 73.5 at best. By contrast, the

average precision at full recall of the remaining 24 queries is 52.7% and

the average rank of the last relevant document is 10.4, at best. When the

worst strategy is chosen for each query the average final precision only

drops to 45.2%. The ocnclusion that either relevance feedback strategy is

inappropriate for 43% of the query sample is inescapable.

Examples of the retrieval behavior caused by separated clusters

of relevant documents are given in Figures 36, 37, and 38. Query 9 has only

two relevant documents, but these are separated from each other so that as

one rises in rank, the other falls. Positive feedback retrieves one of

these relevant documents and negative feedback retrieves the other. Figure

37 gives a more complex example. The Qo+ strategy uses only document 173

for feedback, thereby raising the ranks of five relevant documents and

lowering that of document 174. The second Qo+ iteration provides no feed-
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Query 9: Q0+ Strategy

4

Rocchio Strategy

Rank Iteration
.

Rank
.

Iteration

0 1 2 0 1 2

1 179 179 179 1 179 179 179

2 112 112 112 2 112 112 112

3 39 39 39 3 39 39 39

4 42 42 42 4 42 42 42

5 181 181 181 5 181 181 181

6 45 45, 45 6 45 25 25

7 62 62 62 7 62 71 71

8 1168--1168 116R 8 116R 41 41

9 97 97 97 9 97 64 64

10 188 188 188 10 188 3 3

11 31 31 117 11 31 85 98

12 57 57 3 12 57 88 178

13 117 117 2 13 117 23 2R

14 2 2 158 14 2 101 160

15 25 25 185 15 25 17 101

33 82R 82R 0 16 0 2R 0

42 0 0 0 18 0 16R 0

\\116R
47 0 0 82R 20 0

21 0 0 0

33 8 R 0 0

An Example of an Individual Query

With Separate Clusters of Relevant Documents

Qo+ and Rocchio Strategies

Figure 36
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Query 30: Q0+ Strategy Rocchio Strategy

Rank

0

Iteration

1 2 3

Rank

0

Iteration

1 2

1 39 39 39 39 1 39 39 39 39

2 173R 173R 173R 173R 2 173R 173R 173R 173R

3 188 188 188 188 3 188 188 188 188

4 42 42 42 42 4 42 42 42 42

5 7 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 7

6 199 156 156 156 6 199 176R 17ER 176R

7 41 41 41 41 7 41 27 27 27

8 23 44 44 44 8 23 97 97 97

9 30 199 199 199 9 30 156 156 156

10 156 23 23 23 10 156 101 101 101

11 178 176R 30 30 11 178 49 96 96

12 181 101 178 178 12 181 134 141R 141R

13 44 118 101 101 13 44 96 44 44

14 131 27 181 181 14 131 31 89 89

15 73 172R 172R 172R 15 73 118 118 118

19 0 0 176R 0 19 0 0 172R 172R

23 172R 0 0 0 20 0 172R 0 0

25 174R 0 0 0 22 0 141R 0 0

27 0 0 0 176R 23 172R 0 0 0

28 0 141R 0 0 25 174R 0 0 0

30 0 0 174R 0 54 0 174R 0 0

32 0 0 0 141R 67 0 0 171R 0

35 0 0 0 171R 69 0 0 0 171R

39 0 174R 141R 0 71 176R 0 0 0

69 0 171R 0 0 103 0 171R 0 0

71 176R 0 0 0 111 0 0 0 174R

77 0 0 0 174R 112* 0 0 174R. 0

80 0 0 171R 0 115 0 0 175R 0

109 0 0 0 175R 121 0 0 0 175R

118 0 175R 0 0 130 0 175R 0 0

123 0 0 175R 0 198 141R 0 0 0

198 141R 0 0 0 199 171R 0 0 0

199 171R 0 0 0 200 175R 0 0 0

200 175R 0 0 0

An Example of Complex Retrieval Behavior

Figure 37
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Query 3: Q0+ Strategy Rocchio Strategy

Rank Iteration

1 2

Rank Iteration

0 1 2

1 179 179 179 1 179 179 179

2 42 42 42 2 42 42 42

3 112 112 112 3 112 112 112

4 39 39 39 4 39 39 39

5 117 117 117 5 117 117 117

6 181 181 181 6 181 (411-4R

7 57R, 45 45 7 57RN/71 71

8 45 '57k 57P, 8 45 78---,57R

9 152 152 152 9 152 30R130R
I

10 62 62 62 10 62 p2R----32R

11 182 182 31R 11 182 82 31R

12 153 153 IA 12 153 52 ;00

13 1R 31R 13 112 43 8902
14 43 43 iii30R 14 43 3 /184

15 116 116 /189 15 116 q
i

199 34
l 1i

17 0 0 / 0 20 34 0 0
, ! J

20 30R--30$ "32R 23 32A: 0 0

23 32R---32fR/f 0 25 4i 0 t 0

25 4R--4R 0 27 0 1=1 0

124 33R------33R 0 36 0 0 33R

181 0 0 33R 85 0 /7
0 0

/

195 0 0 0 118 0 7,33k 0

124 33g' 0 0

An Example of Good Rocchio Performance

On Separate Clusters of Relevant Documents



back, so the original query is increased in weight, lowering the ranks of

four relevant documents and raising document 174. Feedback of document 172

raises three of the lowered relevant documents, further lowers document 176,

and lowers 42cument 174 again. The movement of the Q0+ query vector is not

consistent in direction, and little overall improvement in performance is

accomplished. Negative feedback achieves better early retrieval by retrie-

ving document 176 on the second iteration. All unretrieved relevant docu-

ments except the obviously separated document 174 rise in rank after the

first and second iterations. However, after retrieval of 141 and 172 the

ranks of 171 and 175 are lowered and that of 174 is raised slightly. In

Figure 38 the Rocchio query moves immediately to a cluster of relevant

documents Including 4, 30, and 32, using only negative feedback. Document

57 drops slightly in rank and document 31 drops considerably. Retrieval of

document 57 by positive feedback raises document 31, but is much less

effective than negative feedback in raising 4, 30, and 32. Feedback of docu-

ments 4, 57, 30, and 32 to the Rocchio strategy is needed to raise the ranks

of documents 31 and 33 at the same time; in two other cases the ranks of

these two documents change in opposite directions.

The inconsistent changes in rank from one iteration to the next dis-

played in these three figures are typical, and indicate that neither the

Rocchio nor the Q0+ strategy is optimal in the experimental collection.

In summary, four areas of future research are recommended involving

feedback of non-relevant documents. Queries retrieving no relevant documents

on the first iteration should be studied, the relationship between the corre-

lation of the modified query to the original query and performance should be

determined, and the joint relationship of query size and number of relevant

documents to positive and negative feedback differences should be explored.
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A hypothesis explaining the observed performance differences between posi-

tive and negative feedback is presented, and evidence of its validity is

found in the reported results. Many queries have separated clusters of rele-

vant document vectors, and are modified by both positive and negative feed-

back algorithms in such a way as to make early retrieval of some relevant

documents impossible. The conclusion that all strategies tested in this

study are inappropriate to this retrieval environment because of the pre-

valence of queries having separated clusters of relevant documents is

supported by investigation of individual queries. In Section VII-D, a

strategy more appropriate to the environment of this study is proposed.

Study of the relative distribution of the vectors describing relevant docu-

ments in other collections is recommended.

D. Partial Search and Multiple Query Algorithms

All relevance feedback algorithms evaluated in this study require

a search of the entire document collection for each iteration. In a docu-

ment collection one hundred times as large as the experiaental collection,

several full searches per query would be prohibitively expensive and time-

consuming on present computers. Since collections of 20,0e0 documents or

more are often encountered in practice, the use of partial search strategies

is imperative. No attempt to investigate partial search algorithms is

made in this study because the subdivisions of the collection would be far

too small to be realistic. However, some of the discussion earlier in Sec-

tion VII can be extended to partial search algorithm experimentation.

In this section, prior investigations of partial search algorithms

in the Cranfield 200 collection are briefly reviewed. Next the evaluation

of cluster search techniques is discussed and measures for the evaluation
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of partial searches and of the general usefulness of a clustering scheme

are suggested. Then a new cluster search algorithm is suggested, based

on the hypothesis stated in the previous section.

The hypothesis discussed and supported in Section VII-C strongly

suggests that an algorithm employing more than one query is needed in the

environment of this study. A cluster search algorithm employing relevance

feedback and constructing a separate query for cach selected cluster is

presented in detail. Then a; earlier study of a query splitting algorithm

in the Cranfield 200 collection is briefly reviewed. Suggestions for other

multiple query algorithms involving relevance feedback are made based on the

conclusions of Section Finally the clustering of previous requests,

suggested by Salton, and the modification of document descriptions based on

user requests and relevance judgmenv3 are discussed as possible solutions

to the problems presented by the hypothesis of that section.

Rocchio (9] proposes an algorithm that assigns every document vector

to one or more clusters of similar document vectors, using the distance

function that is employed for retrieval in the collection. He suggests that

the centroid vectors of the clusters formed by the algorithm be used as a

pseudo-collection for a preliminary search, and that only the document vectors

in those clusters with centroids nearest the query vector be examined for

retrieval. (Hereafter the phrase 'the cluster nearest a query' refers to

the cluster with its centroid vector nearer to the query vector than the

centroid vector of any other cluster.) Rocchio's clustering algorithm has

the following advantage over other methods of partitioning the documents of

a collection.

a) clusters are generated automatically.
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b) The cluster size and number of clusters in the collection can be

controlled by parameters.

c) A document may be assigned to more than one cluster. This fea-

ture allows for documents concerning more than one subject,

and may increase the probability that all documents relevant

to a query can be found by searching only a few clusters.

Results of two studies of liacchio's algorithm in the Cranfield 200

collection are here summarized. Salton [22] reports search results after

using Rocchio's algorithm to cluster the ADI regular thesaurus vectors and

the Cranfield 200 word stem vectors. At all attainable recall levels, pre-

cision is lower for the cluster searches than for the full search, except

after the 6 clusters nearest the query (30.9% of the document vectors) are

searched in the Cranfield 200 collection. Salton concludes that a signifi-

cant reduction in processing time is achieved with xelatively little pre-

cision loss (maximum 15%), and recommends cluster search as a money-saving

possibility for users not requiring high recall. He also suggests that the

queries submitted by previous users be clustered in collections in which

either the document space or the subject classifications are subject to rapid

change. He proposes a general search algorithm combining cluster search

with relevance feedback and other techniques. This algorithm first per-

forms a query cluster search, and then chooses progressively more accurate

techniques as needed to retrieve relevant documents. Document vectors for

relevance feedback may be selected from the results of a full search or of

a partial search.

Leech and Matlack (23) compare the results of clustering the Cran-

field 200 regular thesaurus vectors with those of clustering the Cranfield

200 word stem vectors. They conclude that in the regular thesaurus vector
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collection clusters of a size equivalent to five percent of the collection

size are optimal, but that larger clusters are needed in the word stem col-

lection. A cluster search of the thesaurus collection gives better recall-

precision results than a cluster search of the word stem collection except

for large clusters at less than 28% recall. The recall-precision curve

generated by searching the two clusters nearest the query using the best set

of clusters formed from the thesaurus vectors is slightly higher than the

full search recall-precision curve at all recall levels. This result does

not indicate that searching two clusters provides better precision than a

full search at all recall levels. Because all relevant documents may not

be found in the nearest two clusters, some recall levels cannot be achieved

for some queries. Extrapolated values for these unattainable recall levels

are nevertheless averaged into the recall-precision curve. The average

'recall ceiling', that is the average value of the highest attainable recall

level for each query, is 53.4% for the two nearest clusters. On the average,

9.6% of the collection is scanned to obtain this recall ceiling. It appears

that performance improvement is achieved for low recall levels and search

cost is significantly educed by a two-level search of Rocchio clusters

formed from the Cranfield 200 regular thesaurus vectors.

The evaluation of partial search algorithms presents several prob-

lems. In the previous paragraph, difficulty is encountered in interpreting

a comparison of performance measures obtained from a partial search and from

a full search. In the SMART system at Cornell [24) the full number of rele-

vant documents is used to calculate all recall and precision measures. Thus

the evaluation of partial search results is intended to answer the question

'How well can a partial search retrieve all relevant documents from the

total collection?' This question is answered incompletely by partial search
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recall-precision curves, because these curves give no indication that some

recall levels cannot be achieved for some queries, and, in fact extrapolated

precision values are assigned to unattainable recall levels. The SMART

system reports the average recall ceiling for every partial search to give

some indication of the recall levels that can be attained. However, because

this reported recall ceiling is an average value, some queries may achieve

higher recall levels and some may not achieve the ceiling level. Salton [22]

and others report partial search results as recall-precision curve segments.

For a search of the nearest n clusters, only the curve segment from the

recall ceiling of the search of n-1 clusters to the recall ceiling of the

search of n clusters is graphed. This type of graph recognizes the recall

ceiling problem inappropr;ately, because some achieved recall levels below

and above the bounds of the reported curve segment are ignored. The implied

assumption that the performance of the n-cluster search is the same as that

of the n-1 cluster search up to the n-1 cluster recall ceiling is false,

because all documents in the n clusters are ranked together by the search,

so all documents from the nth nearest cluster are not necessarily retrieved

at the bottom of the ranked list. Leech and Matlack [23] report the full

recall-precision curve for each partial search and indicate the recall

ceiling as a point on the curve. Their solution of the evaluation problem

is better than that of reporting curve segments, because no attained recall

levels are ignored. However, the problem of distinguishing attainable from

unattainable performance remains.

By extension of the discussion of recall-precision interpolation in

Section VII-B, the SMART rightward extrapolation method for partial search

recall-precision curves defines an equivalence relation between partial search
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performance and full search performance at all recall levels not attained by

the partial search. The results of performance comparisons between partial

and full searches are largely dependent on the equivalence relation defined

by the choice of a rightward extrapolation method. The definition of an

equivalence relation between queries with different numbers of relevant

documents by precision interpolation at unattained recall levels seems rea-

sonable. The definition of an equivalence relation between a partial search

and a full search of the same query by precision extrapolation at unattain-

able recall levels is less easily justified. A possible alternative is

to refuse to extrapolate to the right, but instead to average at each

recall level only queries that attain equivalent or higher recall. For each

point on the recall-precision graph of a partial search, the number of queries

attaining that recall level would be reported.* This alternative as pro-

posed above eliminates doubt of the validity of partial search recall-pre-

cision curves at high recall levels, but still does not provide direct per-

formance comparison to a full search curve because different queries would

be used for averaging the high recall points. It would be possible to con-

struct for each partial search curve a matched full search curve that averages

at each recall level the full search precision of the queries attaining

equal or higher recall on the partial search. This second alternative gives

a directly interpretable comparison between full and partial search recall-

precision curves by failing to report all full search results. Each of the

proposed partial search recall-precision curves illuminates the experimental

situation from a different angle; all three curves may be needed in some

*The SMART system now reports the number of queries achieving a given recall
or less without extrapolation so that the extent of leftward extrapolation
at low recall levels can be estimated.



cases to provide even and unshadowed lighting.

Though partial search and full search recall-precision performance

is difficult to cowpare, the document curves provide a direct answer to

another question relevant to partial search strategies: 'What performance

has been achieved by each search after the same percentage of the total

collection has been scanned?' The document curves report recall and preci-

sion at several possible cut-off ranks, so they can be used to answer ques-

tions of the form 'Is it better to give the user all n documents in the

nearest cluster or the top n documents of the full search?' These curves

provide direct and meaningful comparability between partial and full search

strategies and between alternative partitions* of the same collection.

In the preceding discussion the distinction between attained perfor-

mance and attainable performance arises. Recall ceiling is a measure of

the highest recall attainable in a cluster, though that recall may be attained

after only part of the cluster has been searched. Since different multi-

level search strategies might use the same set of document clusters, attain-

able performance may provide a better indication of the general usefulness

of a given partition of the document collection than the performance attained

by one particular search strategy. In a study of clustering in the ADI

collection, Grauer and Messier [251 use three measures that are not related

to the search strategy employed, but that may be used jointly to indicate

the utility of a given partition of a document collection. One of these

measures is recall ceiling, an indicator of attainable performance. The

other two measures are called 'user percentage scanned' and 'machine percen-

*Hereafter, a set of clusters such that their union includes all document
vectors in a collection is called a partition of the collection.



tage scanned'. These three measures are defined below in terms unrelated

to any specific search strategy:

Let N 74 number of documents in the collection

0= number of clusters in the partition being evaluated

Q = number of queries in a representative query sample used

for evaluation

Then given a number of clusters n and a query iv let

Then

R. = the number of documents relevant to query i in the n

clusters closest to query i.

D. = the number of documents in the n clusters closest to

query i.

Ri = the total number of documents relevant to query i in

the collection.

Q
R
n

recall ceiling (n) =_1 T Ri

Q 1=1

the average ratio of the number of documents in the nearest n

clusters to the total number of relevant documents.

D.

Q
user percentage scanned (n) = 1

1=1

the average ratio of the number of documents in the nearest n

clusters to the collection size.

Q

machine percentage scanned (n) = 1
7-11 D

1
+ C

(Q =1

the average ratio of the number of vectors searched by a two

level partial search of the nearest n clusters to the number
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of vectors searched by a full search of the document collection.

Machine percentage scanned is a system-independent indicator of

the search time or search cost of a partial search relative to a

full search. (For a partial search strategy involving a different

number of vectors, the machine percentage scanned strategy could

be changed to indicate the changed search cost.)

As Grauer and Messier (25] point out, these three measures do not

provide direct comparability between alternative partitions of the collec-

tion. The type of question asked of these measures is 'If partition A

yields an average recall ceiling of 25% for the nearest two clusters, and

these two clusters include 30% of the collection, while partition B yields

an average recall ceiling of 35% and the nearest two clusters include 40%

of the collection, which partition is better?' An answer to this type of

question is here proposed that leads to two directly comparable and mean-

ingful measures of the utility of alternative partitions of a document

collection. The first measure is based on the notion of generality number

used by Cleverdon and Keen (18]. The generality number of a collection is

the ratio of the average number of documents relevant to a query (calcu-

lated from a representative query sample) to the number of documents in the

collection. In a collection with a higher generality number, precision is

generally higher (18]. The goal of a two level search using a partition of

the documents collection is to find the same relevant documents by searching

fewer document vectors. Therefore, the partition used should effectively

increase the generality number of the searched collection for each query,

that is, it should select for each query a subset of documents containing

more relevant documents in proportion to the subset size than the entire

collection contains in proportion to its size. The 'generality factor'
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defined below is a strategy-independent measure of the extent of which a

given partition of the document collection accomplishes this aim:

Q n R
R1.

Q WI n N
GF (n) = 1 Ri

D.
i

the average factor by which the proportion of relevant documents

to searched documents is multiplied by clustering the document

vectors and selecting the n clusters closest to each que'.

A second measure, called the cost factor, is based on the compara-

tive cost of a partial search to a full search, as is the machine percen-

tage scanned. The cost factor is defined with the same structure as the

generality factor:

n
.

CF (r) = 1 Ri Ri
Q 1=1 --A N

D
i
+ C

the average factor by which the proportion of relevant documents

to searched vectors is multiplied by clustering the document

collection and selecting the n clusters closest to each query.

Note that a cost factor greater than 1 indicates that the cost of

a partial search is lower than that of a full search.

The generality factor and cost factor each define an equivalence relation

between two partitions that may achieve different recall ceilings with docu-

ment subsets of different sizes.

It is interesting to note that a re-evaluation of the Grauer and

Messier (25) results using estimates of the generality factor and cost

factor measures clearly shows that clustering the 82 document ADI collec-

tion isn't worth the trouble. Only a few runs have generality factors as
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high as 2.0 and for these runs the cost factor is less than one, indicating

a search cost greater than that of a full search. By contrast, the Leech

and Matlack (23] clusters in the Cranfield 200 collection yield estimated

generality factors from 3 to 9 and estimated cost factors from 1.5 to 2.6.

In larger collections, the difference between the generality factor and the

cost factor of a run would probably be smaller. For comparison of different

partitions of a document collection, it is suggested that for each partition

n (number of clusters searched) be increased until a recall ceiling of 100

is reached, and that the generality factor and/or the cost factor be plotted

against the recall ceiling for each possible n.

One further suggestion for cluster search algorithms can be made on

the basis of the hypothesis stated in the previous section. The Rbcchio

cloistering algorithm has been used with only one two level search strategy,

that of choosing the nearest n clusters and ranking in one search operation

all documents in these n clusters. This procedure may not be ideal for

most queries. If n equals 2, for example, the centroid of the second

cluster may be farther from the original query than that of the first

cluster, indicating that in general the documents in the second cluster

are farther from the original query than those in the first cluster. It is

possible, therefore, that some if not all relevant documents in the second

cluster are retrieved later in a joint search of both clusters than are

some non-relevant documents in the first cluster. If all relevant docu-

ments form a single cluster in the unpartitioned document space, this problem

does not occur. However, according to evidence in Section VII-C the rele-

vant documents are usually separated from each other in the document space.

If each Rocchio cluster is searched separately, however, the user's

query is only required to separate the relevant documents in each cluster



from the nonrelevant documents in the same cluster, rather than to separate

all relevant documents from all nonrelevant documents in the clusters

searched. Within a single Rocchio cluster, the occurrence of separated

clusters of relevant documents might be less evident than in the full collec-

tion. In fact, for some queries each separated cluster of relevant docu-

ments might be found in a different Rocchio cluster, thus providing within

each cluster a retrieval situation that a single query can resolve.

The foregoing argument suggests a cluster search algorithm that

ranks each document relative to other documents in the same cluster, and

retrieves the highest ranking documents from each cluster: searched. Con-

struction of such an algorithm presents a strategic problem - in what order

are the documents to be presented to the user? This problem can be rephrased

in terms of performance evaluation - given the ranks of all documents rela-

tive to other documents in the same cluster, how are ranks to be assigned

to all documents in the collection for comparison with other strategies not

using the same partition of the document space? The simplest method is to

assign the first n ranks in rotation to the first document of each cluster

searched, and so on. This 'rotation' method of ranking all documents makes

no special provision for clusters of different sizes or for clusters that

might be expected to contain more relevant documents. Modified rotation

methods might be constructed that automatically assign more high ranks to

documents in the larger clusters, or to documents in the clusters nearer to

the original query. Another alternative worth testing is to rank all docu-

ments according to the distance of each document from the original query

relative to the distance of the cluster containing that document from the

query. Coefficients providing this ranking could be obtained by subtracting
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from the correlation coefficient of each document the coefficient of the

centroid of the cluster containing that document. Because the Rocchio clus-

tering algorithm allows cluster overlap, an overall ranking method must

define the rank of a document appearing in more than one cluster. Such a

document might be assigned the highest of the possible ranks, or perhaps

the rank assigned by its position in the cluster nearer the original query.

Investigation to determine the most appropriate ranking method for

combining separate cluster searches should be conducted. Residual collec-

tion evaluation, defined in Section VII-B, is a valuable tool for such a

study. If each cluster is evaluated separately, the efficiency of the query

in separating the relevant documents from the nonrelevant documents within

each cluster can be determined, and can be compared to the ability of the

same query to separate all relevant from all nonrelevant documents in the

searched clusters. With this information the feasibility of separate clus-

ter searches, and of some of the possible ways of combining them, can be

estimated.

It is evident from Section VII-C that a multiple query algorithm

is usually needed to separate all relevant documents from all nonrelevant

documents in the full collection. The preceding discussion indicates that

a partial search algorithm might take advantage of the possibly simplified

retrieval task within each selected cluster of documents by searching each

cluster separately. However, even if only one query is required for ideal

retrieval within each cluster, it is very unlikely that the same query can

accomplish this task for every selected cluster. A combination of relevance

feedback and cluster search techniques is indicated, to tailor a specific

query for each retrieval situation encountered in processing a user's

request.
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The partial search relevance feedback technique proposed here treats

each cluster as a separate document space, and could use any relevance feed-

back alvrithm to construct a query intended to separate relevant from non-

re.evant documents within that cluster. Any technique using relevance feed-

back to construct a single query for each document cluster on the lowest

search level of a partial search algorithm is herein called 'cluster feed-

back': A detailed description of a general two-level cluster feedback al-

gorithm is presented below. Two considerations in defining this combined

algorithm have not been encountered in the cluster search or relevance feed-

back strategies discussed in this report. The first is the possibility of

using relevance feedback to select additional clusters to be searched, seen

in steps 6-8 below. The second is the economic need to abandon the search

of unproductive clusters as soon as possible. The methods of discarding

queries that are incorporated into the suggested cluster feedback algorithm

could also be used for full search relevance feedback and for the multiple

query feedback algorithms discussed later in this section.

The detailed algorithm description below includes some explanation

and lists alternative strategies for critical steps. Figure 39 displays an

abbreviated algorithm description in flowchart notation.

A Two-Level Cluster Feedback Algorithm:

Step 1 Search all cluster centroid vectors and select the clusters closest

to the original query go.

The number of clusters selected might be the same for each informa-

tion request. However, other possibilities should be investigated,

such as selecting all clusters with centroid correlations to q

greater than some 11, or choosing a cut-off after the nearest cen-

troid c. such that cos(ci, q0)-cos(ci+10 go) is greater than some

A.
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Step 2 Search all clusters selected in Step 1, selecting the documents

nearest to go.

The number of documents to be selected from a given cluster

might be partly determined by the number of clusters selected, by

cluster size, and/or by the distance of the cluster from the query.

The variable feedback and combination feedback techniques used for

full search relevance feedback might be employed, but a maximum

number of documents to be retrieved from a given cluster should

be defined to avoid unnecessary feedback from unproductive clusters.

Step 3 Obtain user relevance judgments on the documents selected from all

clusters.

The remaining steps may be iterated as indicated until the user is

satisfied with the search results or until all clusters have been discarded

as candidates for further search.

Step 4 Construct a new query for each cluster that has been searched,

using the original query, any other auery or queries that have

been used to search that cluster, and the documents retrieved from

that cluster.

Though any relevance feedback algorithm could be used in Steps 4

and 6, the Rbcchio algorithm is suggested for use with Rocchio

clusters and the cosine correlation coefficient.

Step 5 Discard any query constructed in Step 4 that contains fewer than

k concepts. Also discard the associated cluster.

This step is optional, and is needed only when negative feedback

is used in Step 4. See Step 10b for a related method of dis-

carding unproductive queries.

Step 6 Construct a new centroid search query using the original query,

any previous centroid search query, and the documents retrieved

from all clusters.

Steps 6-8 optional. The utility of this process in retrieving

additional clusters containing relevant documents should be inves-

tigated. An experimental system should include the possibility of
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omitting steps 6-8 after j iterations.

Step 7 Select the clusters with centroids closest to the centroid search

query of Step 6.

The numbers of clusters to be selected in this step may be deter-

mined in the same manner or in a different manner than in Step 1.

The number of additional clusters selected might be allowed to

influence the number of documents to be selected from each cluster

in Steps 8 and 9.

Step 8 Search the cluster just selected by Step 7 using the centroid

search query constructed in Step 6.

Step 9 Search all other clusters that have not been discarded.

The number of documents retrieved from each cluster might be

determined in the same manner or in a different manner than in

Step 2.

Step 10 Discard any query and associated cluster that does not meet the

following criteria as a result of Step 9.

a) All documents in the cluster have been retrieved.

Present the documents last retrieved in Step 9 to the
user but do not ask for relevance judgments.

b) Of all unretrieved documents in the cluster, the span between

the highest and lowest correlation is less than some d.

This condition indicates that the query is too general to
select more documents from the cluster, since all remaining
documents are about the same distance from the query. Check-
ing for this condition may make Step 5 unnecessary.

c) The highest correlation of any unretrieved document in the

cluster with the original query is less than c.

This condition indicates that the query is too specific,
because the cluster contains no more documents similar to it.
The later discussion of multiple query algorithms suggests
alternate queries for this condition.

Step 11 Obtain relevance judgments on all documents selected in Steps 8

and 9 except those documents selected from clusters discarded in

Step 10.
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Step 12 Discard any query and associated cluster that has retrieved no

new relevant documents in M iterations.

Step 12 may not be needed if all conditions suggested in Step

10 are checked.

Return to Step 4 to search all clusters that have not been

discarded, including those new clusters last selected by Step

8, if any.

Compared to full search relevance feedback, the above algorithm

will provide improved retrieval at decreased search cost if the following

conditions are true:

1. The partition of the document space must not overlap so much

that more documents are processed by searching the selected

clusters separately than by searching the full document collec-

tion.

2. The retrieval problem within each cluster must be simpler

than the retrieval problem in the full collection. In the

ideal case each clusterwould;:require only one query for ideal

retrieval.

3. The cluster selection in Steps 1 and 6 must select those

clusters containing relevant documents, and must select few

unproductive clusters. If unproductive clusters are selected,

they must be discarded early in the iterative process.

Condition 1 can be controlled by the Rocchio clustering process.

Condition 2 is likely to be true in environments similar to that of the

present experiments. Investigation to determine the document vector

collections, document space partitions, query types, algorithm variations,

and algorithm parameters (k,c,d, etc. in algorithm description) resulting

in improved performance at lower search cost should be conducted. Large

document and query collections (at least 1000 documents and 500 queries)
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should be used for all experiments with this algorithm.

Although the retrieval situation within each cluster is probably

simplified by cluster feedback, separated clusters of relevant documents

might still be encountered, particularly in large document collections

divided into relatively large clusters. Therefore, it may still be neces-

sary to investigate the possibility of constructing a query for each sepa-

rated relevant cluster in a set of documents. In this report, a 'multiple

query' relevance feedback algorithm is defined as a strategy that constructs

more than one query to search the same set of documents on the same feedback

iteration, whether that set of documents is a standard cluster or the full

document collection. This definition is used to stress an important distinc-

tion between multiple query algorithms and simple cluster feedback, which

constructs only one query per iteration to search each selected document

cluster. Although cluster feedback constructs more than one query, it may

still use the feedback algorithms based on Rocchio's assumption that all rele-

vant documents are grouped together in the document set being searched.

Multiple query algorithms are constructed to provide improved retrieval in

cases when this assumption is not valid, so such algorithms require the de-

velopment of relevance feedback strategies radically different from those

studied previously.

The only previous investigation of a multiple query algcrithm in

the SMART system uses the Cranfield 200 collection. Borodin, Kerr, and

Lewis 126) study a straightforward technique for constructing multiple

queries, called 'query splitting'. Whenever the relevant documents retrieved

by some query q form two or more clusters that are relatively far from each

other in the document space, each such cluster of retrieved relevant docu-

ments is used separately to form a new query. The two highest nonrelevant

documents retrieved by q are used for negative feedback in forming each new
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query. If all retrieved relevant documents are near each other, in the docu-

ment space or if no relevant documents are retrieved, only one new query is

formed using the Dec 2 Hi strategy. A retrieved relevant document is con-

sidered 'far' from another if the correlation between them is less than some

constant times the average correlation of q with all documents retrieved by

q on that iteration.

The algorithm described is tested on the 24 Cranfield queries that

retrieve more than one relevant document on some iteration With N equal to

5. A 'user measure' table details the relative performance of each query

for which the retrieval of the first 25 documents is changed by query split-

ting. Borodin, Kerr, and Lewis conclude that the result in this table

'favor query splitting', and add that the relative performance of their

query splitting algorithm would be better in larger collections. They

suggest that an additional query formed by negative feedback alone should

be constructed for each iteration, and that methods of discarding unpro-

ductive queries be included in the algorithms.

The following facts can be ascertained from the data available from

the experiments presented herein and the user measure table presented by

Borodin, Kerr, and Lewis.

1. The early retrieval of 11 of the 24 queries is changed by

query splitting (when 12.5% of-the collection has been

retrieved).

2. Only 4 of these 11 queries are improved by query splitting.

Performance of the other 7 changed queries is degraded.

3. None of the 12 queries for which the Rocchio strategy per-

forms more poorly than positive feedback (the Q0+ group) are

improved by query splitting. One of them is degraded.

4. Only 2 of the 18 queries seriously affected by the presence
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of separated clusters of relevant documents are assisted by

query splitting. Four of these queries are degraded.

The above findings contradict the conclusion of Horodin, Kerr, and

Lewis, and indicate that query splitting does not solve the problem for

which it was constructed. The contention of the three authors that query

splitting would be more effective in a larger collection is probably true,

but it is evident from the previous section of this report that there is

considerable room for improvement in the Cranfield 200 collection. The

failure of query splitting in the collection studied indicates that the

algorithm tested is inadequate as a solution to the retrieval problems

caused by separated clusters of relevant documents.

The query splitting strategy tested constructs a specific query

for each relevant cluster represented by retrieved documents. However, it

is probable that the queries displaying the poorest performance do not

retrieve relevant documents from each separated relevant cluster. Query

splitting is still based on the Rocchio assumption found invalid in this

collection that the retrieved relevant documents are representative of all

relevant documents. Cluster feedback as suggested earlier in this section

assumes that separated relevant clusters will not seriously affect retrieval

within the standard document clusters used to partition the document space.

Unless this assumption can be verified in typical document collections by

outstanding cluster feedback results, less optimistic strategies should

also be investigated.

Two considerations uniquely characteristic of multiple query algo-

rithms are the basis of the following discussion. The first is the possi-

bility of constructing more than one query from relevance feedback on
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retrieved documents. The second is the need to construct useful queries

under the assumption that the documents used for feedback are not neces-

sarily representative of the documents remaining in the collection being

searched.

Borodin, Kerr, and Lewis [26) compare the correlation between

retrieved relevant documents to the average query-document correlation for

a given iteration, in order to define clusters of retrieved relevant docu-

ments. One query is then constructed using each retrieved cluster. However,

the discussion in Section VII-C of this report indicates that if negative

feedback is used, the distance between two relevant document vectors may be

less important than the presence of a nonrelevant document vector between

them. Therefore, it is suggested that separated rather than separate rele-

vant clusters be sought. Two relevant document vectors r and v would be

assigned to different clusters if there exists a nonrelevant document n

retrieved previously or concurrently such that cos (n,v) is greater than

cos (r,v) and cos (n,r) is greater than cos (r,v). Any retrieved relevant

document vector that is in this way assigned to more than one cluster could

be assigned only to the cluster closest to it, or if the distances between

alternative clusters are near equal, could form a separate cluster. It is

clear from Figure 40 that the suggested clustering criterion is quite

strong. Even though an ideal single query could retrieve all three relevant

documents in the situation symk,olized, each of them is assigned to a dif-

ferent cluster because the one nonrelevant document is closer to each than

are the other two relevant documents.

If the clustering criterion suggested above is used, there is a

possibility that a defined cluster of retrieved relevant documents could be

broken up by a nonrelevant document retrieved on a subsequent iteration. The
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query formed from each. This re-clustering would require that the algorithm

have access to all vectors of relevant documents retrieved on previous

iterations and that it determine the relationship of each nonrelevant docu-

ment used for feedback to each document of the relevant cluster defining

the query being altered. The clustering criterion defined by Borodin, Kerr,

and Lewis [263 does not raise this problem. However, the suggested choice

of separated clusters of relevant documents guarantees no feedback conflicts

between relevant and nonrelevant documents used to alter the same query,

and also minimizes the number of queries formed by avoiding the formation

of different clusters of relevant documents until such a feedback conflict

is likely to occur.

It has been established that the information obtained from

retrieved relevant documents may not be sufficient to retrieve all relevant

documents. In the present SMART system, the only available source of infor-

mation about relevant documents not represented by retrieved documents is

the user's original query. A multiple query strategy should make specific

use of the concepts chosen by the user to express his needs, and should

ensure that none of these concepts are ignored.

There are three ways in which a concept from the original query

can be effectively cancelled from the search by a strategy using positive

and negative feedback. First, other concepts found in the retrieved rele-

vant documents may have much larger weights and thus greater effect on

subsequent iterations than a user-selected concept not found in the first

relevant documents retrieved. Strategies using relevant documents only

and giving extra weight to the original query do not solve this problem

(see Section VI-B) because a concept appearing in the original query and
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in relevant documents will still outweigh a concept found only in the query.

To give an extreme example, a query on 'the aerodynamics of birds' addressed

to the Cranfield collection would quickly become in effect a question on

'aerodynamics'/ By contrast, a human librarian confronted with this situ-

ation might make a special effort to find any document concerning 'birds'.

There are several ways in which similar stress on concepts not

immediately found in retrieved documents can be incorporated into an auto-

matic multiple query search. The construction of one query using only nega-

tive feedback (also suggested by Steinbuhler and Aleta (13)) would elimi-

nate concepts found in nonrelevant documents without disproportionately

increasing the weight of any concept. In some cases however, it might be

more effective to pinpoint precisely the concepts that are being ignored.

In the example given, any query that still contained the word 'aerodynamics'

would probably not retrieve a document containing only the rare concept

'birds'. Therefore, a query constructed by subtracting the retrieved rele-

vant documents from the original query might be useful, on the theory that

if any user-chosen concepts remain after such drastic negative feedback,

something should be done about it.

The second and third ways in which a user-selected concept can be

ignored are caused by negative feedback. The user may employ a concept

occurring in the given collection only in documents not relevant to his

needs. In this case, of course, negative feedback appropriately eliminates

the misleading concept. The third possibility is that an initial query

concept is used in the collection with more than one meaning, and thus is

relevant in one context and irrelevant in another. If nonrelevant documents

containing this concept are retrieved first, negative feedback may erase

meaningful information. This third case might explain the type of behavior
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displayed in Figure 37, and the complete query erasure occurring with all

negative feedback to query 34. There is no way in the present SMART system

to distinguish the third possibility from the second, to judge whether a

user concept erased by negative feedback should be re-inserted or forgotten.

Adding information about concept-concept relationships to the system

might enable a negative feedback algorithm to distinguish a completely irre-

levant initial concept from a concept relevant in the appropriate context.

For each concept in the thesaurus, a weighted list of other concepts often

occurring in the same document as the given concept should be stored. For

a concept used in two ways in the collection, this list would include

related concepts from both possible contexts. The suggested lists could be

constructed automatically from the document vectors, perhaps by using the

asymmetric coefficient of concept similarity suggested by Salton for auto-

matic hierarchy construction [3]. If a concept from the original query is

eliminated by negative feedback, the query could be immediately reformulated

by adding some number of related concepts to the previous query and then

repeating the same negative feedback. Added concepts appropriate to irre-

levant contexts might be eliminated by negative feedback while added con-

cepts from the relevant context might be retained, preserving by context

the intended meaning of the eliminated concept in the user's query. This

suggestion is a variation of the strategy suggested by Kelly [14] (see

Section III), but differs in that concepts closely related to eliminated

initial query concepts rather than concepts occurring frequently in the

collection are added to the query. The idea detailed above is here called

the 'related concept Kelly strategy' and is appropriate to both single and

multiple query feedback algorithms.

Another way of supplying context information to the SMART system
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without requiring permanent storage involves the use of negative query weights.

If all document weights are positive, a concept weight below zero in a query

tends to indicate that documents containing that concept are not relevant.

(it may be important to realize that with negative weights, the cosine corre-

lation coefficient as calculated by the SMART system has a range from -1 to

+1 and no longer corresponds to the cosine of the angle between the vectors.)

Negative query weights could be used to supply context information to differ-

entiate possible meanings of original query concepts as follows: A 'non-

relevant context' vector is constructed by adding together the vectors of

the nonrelevant documents retrieved, and then setting every concept occurring

in the original query to zero. In other words, concepts contained in

the original query are ignored when they appear in nonrelevant documents.

Then a new search query is formed by multiplying the nonrelevant context

vector by some constant less than one and then subtracting the resulting

vector from the original query vector. The suggested procedure preserves

all original query concepts with their original weights. However, any other

concepts that occur in nonrelevant documents are given a negative weight.

Thus if two unretrieved documents contain the same original query concepts

with the same weights, the document having the fewest other concepts in

common with retrieved nonrelevant documents is retrieved first. The use

suggested above for negative query weights is here called 'selective nega-

tive weighting' and is appropriate to single query or multiple query stra-

tegies. Selective negative weighting avoid the negative weight problem

encountered by Kelly (14], who did not preserve the original query and

found that all cosine correlations with the new query were often negative.

If all cosine correlations are negative after selective negative weighting,

either the suggested multiplier constant is too large or else no documents
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in the collection contain the original query concepts in a context that has

not been declared nonrelevant by negative feedback. Selective negative

weighting may also be used when relevant documents are retrieved, in which

case only the concepts from the original query are set to zero in the non-

relevant context vector. In this way the deletion of superfluous or mis-

leading concepts from relevant document feedback by negative feedback may

still occur. If negative weighting is used with the related concept Kelly

strategy, preservation of the original query concepts may not be necessary.

The discussion thus far has described two distinct types of queries

that could be constructed by a multiple query algorithrp, each type of query

serving a distinct purpose. The 'specific' query is a type of query con-

structed from a cluster of retrieved relevant documents to retrieve similar

documents. The 'general' query is constructed to retrieve documents not

represented by the retrieved relevant documents. These two typesof query

contrast in structure as well as in purpose. The specific query is largely

constructed from document abstracts and contains many concepts of high weight,

at least at first. Because the specific query vector is long and contains

many concepts, few document vectors will have high correlations with it.

The general query is constructed from the original query and possibly from

related concepts, and has fewer concepts with lower weights. Thus in the

specific query discarding superfluous and misleading concepts is a prime

consideration, while in the general query preserving and clarifying the

meaning of the original query is the chief aim. A multiple query algorithm

should therefore use different relevance feedback strategies for general

than for specific queries. Some of the consideration important in altering

each type of query are listed below:
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1. The specific query is intended to select only relevant documents

similar to a retrieved cluster of relevant documents. Therefore

by Rocchio's theory, the optimum query to differentiate the

retrieved cluster from all other documents, including other

relevant clusters, should be approached by iteration. That

is, the retrieved relevant cluster should provide positive

feedback and all other documents retrieved by any query,

relevant or nonrelevant, should be used for negative feedback.

Since general queries have fewer positively weighted concepts,

each general query should perhaps be altered only by the

nonrelevant documents it retrieves.

2. The Crawford and Melzer study may indicate that the original

query need not be used in constructing specific queries.

By contrast, only the original query is used for positive

feedback to general queries.

3. Since a specific query is intended to select documents similar

to retrieved relevant documents, it should be discarded quickly

if no similar relevant documents are found, or if no spread

in query-document correlation is produced (if all remaining

documents are roughly the same distance from the query).

However, the highest query-documen' .orrelation can be fairly

low without indicating that a specific query is useless as a

selector. The Rocchio strategy does not necessarily construct

a query that is close to relevant documents, but rather one

closer to relevant than to nonrelevant documents. In the

situation symbolized in Figure 40, the single query that best

separates the relevant documents from the nonrelevant docu-

ments is some distance from each depicted document. There-

fore specific queries should be discarded quickly on the

criteria described in steps 10b and 12 of the cluster feedback

algorithm presented earlier but should not be evaluated by the

criterion described in step 10c. On the other hand, a general

query is intended to retrieve relevant documents of types not

previously encountered. The shorter and less detailed general

query typically correlates more strongly with more documents
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than the specific query, and has a smaller spread in query-

document correlations. Therefore, the criteria of steps 5

and 10c are of greater importance in judging the worth of a

general query than the criteria of steps 10b and 12.

4. Since each specific query searches a relatively small area in

the document space, the immediate construction of a new speci-

fic.query for any retrieved relevant documents that cannot be

added to the cluster defining the retrieving query may not be

redundant. However, since a general query might retrieve a

wide variety of relevant documents, any relevant document

retrieved by a general query that has been previously or con-

currently retrieved by any specific query should be ignored

in processing the general query. Further, any relevant docu-

ment retrieved by a general query that can without conflict

be added to the cluster defining one and only one specific

query should be so treated rather than being used to form a

new specific query.

5. If the retrieved relevant cluster defining a specific query is

subsequently separated by a retrieved nonrelevant document to

be used for feedback to that query, a new query should be formed

for each subclueter without using the previous query defined

by the original cluster. In this way each specific query is

defined by a single cluster of relevant documents and no rele-

vant documents separated from that cluster are included in the

positive weight of the defined query.

Although single query algorithms are known to be inadequate for

retrieval, it is not clear whether all the complexities suggested in the

foregoing discussion are necessary. Before further experimental effort is

invested in multiple query algorithms of this type, the related concept

Kelly strategy and selective negative weighting could be tested in the Cran-

field 200 collection by ignoring retrieved relevant documents as Steinbuhler

and Aleta do (13). If both of these strategies prove ineffective, the use-
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fulness of the general query in a multiple query algorithm is doubtful, un-

less some other means of clarifying the meaning of the original query is

found.

Figure 41 details a multiple query algorithm incorporating separated

clusters of retrieved relevant documents, the related concept Kelly stra-

tegy, all suggested query deletion procedures, two general queries, and

distinct feedback algorithms for specific and general queries. Selective

negative weighting can be incorporated into this algorithm in a straight-

forward manner. Some strategic choices in the construction of the charted

algorithm were made to simplify programming and to reduce computer time,

others were made to illustrate the possibilities for generality and may not

be the most efficient choices. The level of detail presented in Figure 41

is intended to aid the serious experimenter in constructing similar algo-

rithms, and may not be of general interest. The algorithm charted may be

simple enough to be meaningfully tested in the Cranfield 200 collection.

More complex algorithms should be tested with larger query collections so

that several examples of each possible alternative in the algorithm are

encountered.

.Any multiple query search algorithm increases the cost of retrieval

by repeated searching of the same set of documents. It might therefore be

economical to invest more time in procedures not taking place for each

search if this off-line effort would create single query retrieval situations

for most users, either in the full collection or in standard subsets of the

collection. Better methods of document vector construction and clustering

are thus important fields for research.

Two promising off-line techniques that might improve most retrieval

situations are discussed briefly. The first of these is the clustering of
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After concepts related to 1 has been added to one

query, concept 1 is removed from list L. The

constructed query is stored in G1.

= clusters all documents on list LR by the criterion

described in the definition of 'cluster j', adds

the new clusters to the set J of clusters j, and

clears list LR.

=formsaspecificqueryS.3 for each cluster j on

iteration I as follower:

ni
r

S. = K ri - ni N3 I r
i=1

A Multiple Query Algorithm

Figure 41 (contd)
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previous queries suggested by Salton (22). All original queries submitted

to the retrieval system are saved, along with the documents found relevant

to each query by the user during the search. When enough queries have accum-

ulated, the query vectors are clustered by Rocchio's clustering algorithm or

a similar method. Then the documents found relevant to the query vectors in

each query cluster are grouped and used as a standard cluster for search. The

user's query is first compared to the centroid vectors of the query clusters

(not of the documents in the cluster) then to the concept vectors of the

documents in the standard clusters defined by the query clusters closest to

the user's query. Salton mentions that 'request clustering' would provide a

means of automatically adjusting the retrieval algorithm to vocabulary shifts

in a fast-moving technical field, especially for a document collection that

attracts a homogenous user population. Request clustering offers another

possible advantage, that the standard clusters of document are not based on

the location of the document vectors in the document space. That is, the docu-

ments in the standard cluster defined by a query cluster (the cluster of docu-

ments relevant to the queries in the cluster) may not be adjacent in the docu-

ment space, but may be intermingled with documents from other standard clusters.

It now appears that the documents relevant to a query are usually found inter-

mixed with nonrelevant documents. Request clustering may offer a greater

possibility of simplifying such a retrieval situation than does document clus-

tering.

The idea of request clustering is based on several assumptions. These

assumptions deserve review as indications of initial dire-tions for investi-

gation.

1. It is assumed that the relationship of each document in the

collection to one or more request clusters is well-defined.

For this assumption to be valid, each document should be

relevant to several queries in the clustered sample.
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2. For a user environment, it is assumed that relevance informa-

tion obtained during search is an adequate representation of

the needs of the user formulating the query. This may not

always be the case, since an inadequate search may fail to

reveal relevant documents that the user does not know are

available. The appropriateness of the relevance judgments

obtained for experimentation is even more important in request

clustering than in other retrieval experiments.

3. It is assumed that similar queries have similar sets of rele-

vant documents, and that dissimilar queries tend to have non-

overlapping sets of relevant documents. The failure of the

first half of this assumption casts doubt on the basic ration-

ale of request clustering. The failure of the second half

might mean that a costly degree of standard cluster overlap

is unavoidable. Both halves of this assumption can be tested

statistically in various document and query collections before

request clustering is implemented.

4. If request clustering is used in preference to document clus-

tering, it is assumed that documents retrieved by similar

queries are more appropriately related for retrieval purposes

than are documents with similar descriptor vectors. This

assumption can only be tested by using the same cluster search

algorithm with request clusters and with document clusters.

It might be found true for some search algorithms and false for

others.

If assumption 4 is true, it suggests that the document vectors

should be altered to correspond with the relationships indicated by user

requests and relevance judgments. Means of dynamically altering the docu-

ment space using previous user queries and relevance judgments have been

investigated, and two algorithms that permanently alter the document vec-

tors have been suggested. Both algorithms are here discussed.

Davis, Linsky, and Zelkowitz [27] base their approach to document



space modification on two assumptions, here quoted:

a) "For a given query, concepts which appear more frequently in

relevant documents than in nonrelevant documents probably con-

tribute significantly to the relevance of the pertinent docu-

ments. The significant concepts are related to one another and

often occur in conjunction with one another. Thus by raising

the weights of these concepts in all documents within the

entire space which contain occurrences of these concepts,

similar documents are brought closer together".

b) "Any relevant document (as determined by user feedback) which

does not contain an instance of a given concept determined

to be significant is likely to contain material which none-

theless relates to this concept. Therefore, this concept is

added to that relevant document. It is expected that by

increasing the weights of these concepts more relevant docu-

ments will be clustered together and ultimately retrieved

when a similar query is processed in the future".

The algorithm suggested by Davis, Linsky, and Zelkowitz is almost

completely described by their assumptions. From user relevance judgments on

the first 15 documents retrieved by the initial search, a vector of 'signi-

ficant' concepts is formed by subtracting the sum of the vectors of retrieved

nonrelevant documents from the sum of the vectors of retrieved relevant

documents and setting all negative weights in the resulting vector to zero.

This vector is then divided by the sum of the vectors of all retrieved docu-

ments. Each significant concept thus is assigned a positive fractional

weight proportional to its significance. Every document in the space is

then multiplied by (1 + di). Also, each significant concept i is added to

every relevant document vector not containing it, in accordance with

assumption b).
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A closer examination of the assumptions quoted predicts the effects

of the resulting algorithm. Assumption a) states that because concept i is

important in distinguishing the retrieved relevant documents from the re-

trieved nonrelevant documents, the importance of concept i in the document

space should be emphasized by raising the weights of every occurrence of

concept i. The algorithm based on this assumption tends to increase the

correlation coefficients among all documents containing concept i. It

tends to decrease the correlation of any document containing concept i with

any document not containing concept i, because concept i appears only in

the denominator of the cosine correlation between two such documents. How-

ever, since the documents used to select concept i as 'significant' are

all retrieved by the user's query, all have relatively high correlations

with that query; that is, both the relevant and nonrelevant documents

retrieved contain a relatively high proportion of the concepts found in the

query. Therefore the concepts that best distinguish between retrieved

relevant and retrieved nonrelevant documents are not likely to be found in

the user's query. The suggested algorithm is thus likely to decrease the

correlation of most altered documents with the user's query. Assumption

b), by suggesting that concept i be added to every retrieved relevant docu-

ment not containing it, glmrante s that the correlation of every retrieved

relevant document with the user's query is lowered.

In fact, Davis, Linskyo and .2elkowitz report that while their

algorithm does bring relevant documents closer together in the document

space, it degrades the retrieval performance of the user's query. The

three authors then argue that the resulting clustering of relevant documents

is a desirable result and that relevance feedback can be used to overcome

the initial degradation of performance and provide ultimately better re-
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trieval. In their examples relevance feedback in the modified document

space provides better retrieval than relevance feedback in the unmodified

space. However, the examples given of document-document correlations show

that while some unretrieved relevant documents are bro9ght closer to some

retrieved relevant documents and to each other, these affected documents

are moved further away from still other relevant documents.. This result

indicates that not all relevant documents contain the concepts selected as

significant discriminators.

Ignoring for the moment the unfortunate reported effects on initial

retrieval and examining only assumption a), the suggested algorithm can be

questioned on theoretical grounds. Assumption a) states that all concepts

found useful in distinguishing relevant from nonrelevant documents in the

existing document space should be emphasized by increasing all weights

assigned to that concept. The resulting process is essentially circular

in that it uses the characteristics of the document vectors to change the

document vectors. Imagine an ideal document collection in which every

document is equally needed by users and every concept is equally useful in

distinguishing among documents. Given a representative sample of infor-

mation requests, the suggezted algorithm would .emphasizet each concept in

turn, resulting in no effective change to the document space. In a typical

collection, this algorithm would eventually eliminate concepts that are

either relatively useless for discriminating between documents or that are

useful only for discriminating among documents not often requested. Only

the first of these effects can be considered useful. In short, the suggested

algorithm does not accomplish what should be its prime aim, to alter the

document space in such a way as to provide retrieval performance closer

to that expected by the users.
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Brauen, Holt, and Wilcox (28) suggest a simpler document vector

modification algorithm that does accomplish this aim. The concept vector

of the user's query is added to the vectors of documents selected by the user

as relevant to that query. The

ONO

ago

document vector modification formula is:

where 71/0 is the user's query vector normalized to be equal in length to the

documentvectord..This formula does not change the length of the document

vector.

A 425 document subset of the Cranfield 1400 collection, in which

each document is relevant to at least one query, is used to test this algo-

rithm. The 155 available queries are partitioned randomly in two ways into

an update sample of 124 queries and a test sample of 31 queries. For values

of a from 0.05 to 0.4, an average 3.3% improvement in normalized recall and

15.5% improvement in normalized precision are obtained. Every improvement

is significant at the 1% level, as measured by the T-test. The changes in

a cause no significant change in performance.

In one special experiment the modification algorithm is applied to

a document space of zero vectors; that is, document vectors are derived

from the queries and relevance judgments only. Results approaching the

performance in the original document space are obtained, with normalized

recall 1.2% lower and normalized precision 13.4% lower than the original

results. Since 425 document vectors are being defined entirely by the

information contained in only 124 queries, these results are surprisingly

good.

The results reported by Brauen, Holt, and Wilcox indicate that

queries and relevance judgments contain information useful to future re-
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trieval. The speical experiment strongly suggests that given a larger query

sample to use for document vector modification, this information may in fact

be of more value than that contained in the original document vectors. Thus

assumptions 3 and 4, stated in the earlier discussion of request clustering,

are supported. Two cautions in generalizing these results to practical

retrieval systems are necessary. First, Brauen, Holt, and Wilcox force

assumption 1 to be true by their intelligent selection of a document collec-

tion. In an actual system, there is no guarantee that every document will

be relevant to at least one query in a modification sample. Second, the

relevance judgments supplied for experimental evaluation are used for docu-

ment vector modification even though some of the relevant documents would

not have been retrieved by an initial search of the user queries. There-

fore assumption 2 is not tested by these experiments. Further investigation

of these two assumptions in realistic document and query collections is

needed. Nevertheless, the results reported by Brauen, Holt, and Wilcox

encourage the investigation not only of document space modification but also

of request clustering.

An analogy to document space modification is found in the more fully

explored field of adaptive pattern recognition. An adaptive system first

described by Nilsson (29) and studied by many later experimenters is directly

comparable to the SMART system in several meaningful respects. The task of

a pattern recognition system is to assign each pattern presented to the

correct class of patterns; for example, to recognize each spoken word as a

'one', 'two', or other single digit. For each class i of patterns to be

recognized, a weight vector wi is constructed. A pattern x is assigned to

classifandonlyifw..xisgreaterthanw.3 .x + 0 for all classes j not

equal to i. The following adaptive algorithm adjusts the weight vectors to
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a set of patterns used for training'.

If a pattern x belonging to class i is presented to the system, and

w..xisgreaterthanw..x + 0 for all j not equal to i, no adjustment to

the weight vectors takes place. However, if for some k not equal to i the

dot product wi.x is less than wk + 0, the pattern x is added to the vec-

tor w. and subtracted from the vector wk. The parameter 0 is greater than

1 and is called the 'training threshold'.

The concept vector of a user's query is analogous to the input

pattern in such a pattern recognition system. The query 'pattern' is

assigned to a 'class' by the SMART system when a document is selected as

relevant to the query. The document vectors thus correspond to the weight

vectors wi. Just as similar patterns are assigned to the same class by the

pattern recognition system, similar queries select similar documents in the

SMARTsystem.Infactthevecterdotproductw,x equals the sum wi x

and therefore corresponds exactly to the cosine correlation coefficient

whenever the two vectors are of length 1.

The one weakness in the suggested analogy is obvious - each query is

expected to select more than one document as 'relevant', while each pattern

is assigned to only one class. Nevertheless, a 'training algorithm' for

document vectors can be constructed that should improve this 'multi-class

assignment' in the sane way that the adaptive pattern recognition algorithm

improves single class assignment. Such an algorithm would modify the SMART

document vectors using queries as patterns and relevant documents as 'cor-

rect responses'. An adaptive algorithm for document space modification is

here stated in information retrieval terminology.

Given a set of user queries with relevance judgments, the document
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vectors are altered as follows:

If for all i such that document i is relevant to the submitted query

q
o

, and for all j such that document j is not relevant to qo, cos(d.,q
o

) is

greater than cos(d.lq
o
) + 0, no adjustment to the document vectors is made.

However, if this condition does not hold each vector di denoting a relevant

document i is processed in order of its correlation with qo as follows:

If there exists a document k such that vector dk
has not yet been

adjusted by this query qo and k is not relevant to go, and cos(dk,q0) + 0

is greater than cos(di,q0), then the query qo is added to the vector di and

subtracted from the vector d
k

having the highest correlation with qo
. If

there exists no nonrelevant document meeting all these requirements, but

there exists a document k with previously adjusted vector dk meeting the

other requirements, the query qo is added to di but not subtracted from dk.

The suggested order of processing insures that a different nonrelevant docu-

ment is decremented for every relevant document incremented whenever this

is possible. The suggested multi-class adaptive algorithm is more cautious

than the single-class adaptive algorithm in that the vector associated with

each correct response is incremented only once while in the pattern recog-

nition algorithm the vector associated with the single correct response is

incremented once for each incorrect response that is decremented. Also, the

single-class adaptive algorithm decrements all incorrect responses that are

stronger than the correct response. In a document retrieval situation, a

similar procedure could decrement every nonrelevant document in the space.

The algorithm suggested above limits the number of document vectors decre-

mented to the number of relevant document vectors incremented. An alterna-

tive way to limit negative document vector adjustment is to decrement the

vectors of all nonrelevant documents retrieved within the first n. If com-
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putting time allowed, this document space modification algorithm could adapt

during any relevance feedback algorithm suggested in this study by incre-

menting the retrieved relevant document vectors and decrementing the retrieved

nonrelevant document vectors. Only the initial query rather than the queries

modified by relevance feedback should be used to adjust the document vectors.

In a document retrieval application, some means of controlling the

length of the modified vectors is needed. A decrementing formula analogous

to the length-preserving incrementing formula suggested by Brauen, Holt, and

Wilcox, is d.
1 1

(1 + m) d. - ag
o

.

The further investigation of the adaptive document space modification

algorithm suggested is encouraged by two findings, the successful perfor-

mance of the analogous single-class adaptive algorithm in many different

pattern recognition applications, and the improved res "lts reported by

Brauen, Holt and Wilcox, whose algorithm increments relevant document vectors

in the same manner as the suggested algorithm without adjusting nonrelevant

document vectors. Since the algorithm suggested discourages incorrect

responses as well as encouraging correct responses, it shoud be even more

effective than the Brauen, Holt, and Wilcox algorithm in adjusting the

responses of the retrieval system to the expectations of its users.

In this final section of this thesis, implications for future research

are drawn from the conclusion reached in Section VII-C that the documents

relevant to one query are not normally clustered in an exclusive area of the

document space. With reference to partial search algorithms, new measures

for evaluating the potential usefulness of a given partition of the docu-

ment collection regardless of the search algorithm used are suggested.

The cluster search algorithm is shown to be inappropriate in environments

similar to the experimental collection, and a better cluster
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search algorithm is proposed. A combination of cluster search with relevance

feedback that constructs a separate feedback query to search each cluster is

supported as a possible solution to the problem posed by separated groups of

relevant documents. If cluster feedback is found inadequate, strategies

that construct more than one query to search the same set of documents are

shown to be necessary. Several suggestions for the design of such multiple

query algorithms are made, culminating in a detailed flowchart of an algo-

rithm that can be meaningfully tested in the Cranfield 200 collection.

Finally, request clustering and permanent document space modification are

discussed as ways of possibly providing single query retrieval situations

for most users by investing time in off-line processing rather than length-

ening the search process. An algorithm for adaptive document space modifi-

cation using queries and relevance judgments is constructed by analogy to a

well-tested method that performs a similar function in adaptive pattern

recognition systems.

Summary

Several algorithms that allow user interaction with an automatic

document retrieval system by requesting relevance judgments of selected

sets of documents are investigated. All relevance feedback algorIthms

tested improve the average retrieval obtained. The improvement caused by

relevance feedback is greater in a larger, more realistic document collec-

tion (Cranfield 200) than in a smaller and less realistic collection (Ara).

No single feedback strategy is found to give superior retrieval for

all queries. Algorithms using only relevant documents for feedback can be

made effective for queries that retrieve no relevant documents on the initial

search in two ways, by supplying additional documents for relevance judg-

ments or by using nonrelevant documents foT feedback.
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In general, the performance of negative feedback algorithms (those

using nonrelevant documents for feedback) is variable. Negative feedback

gives worse performance on some queries and better performance on others

than the more consistent positive feedback strategies. On the average,

negative feedback moves the query closer to the optimum query defined by

Rocchio than does positive feedback, but does not differ significantly from

positive feedback from the viewpoint of the user during feedback.

A study of selected subgroups of queries provides three interesting

results. First, movement of the query constructed by the Rocchio strategy

further away from the original query rather than back toward it on the

second iteration is related to poor performance and poor' initial search

results. This direction of query movement could be a result of inadequate

feedback, or it could be an attempt to compensate for a poor original query.

Second, the queries for which the Rocchio strategy gives less improvement

than positive feedback have the worst initial search performance, queries

for which positive feedback is inferior have much better initial search

performance, and queries for which negative and positive feedback are equal

have the best initial search retrieval. Third, queries having few concepts

and few relevant documents and queries having many concepts and few relevant

documents tend to give less improvement with negative feedback than with

positive feedback, while queries for which the number of concepts and number

of relevant documents are directly related give more improvement with nega-

tive feedback. If a predictor of the number of relevant documents available

for each submitted query can be found, this relationship could be used to

select the feedback algorithms appropriate to each query.

The observed contrasting behavior of negative and positive feedback

algorithms can be explained by a hypothesis presented in Section VII-C.
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Hypothesis:

A hypothesis is presented that explains some of the observed perfor-

mance differences between the negative feedback strategies and the positive

feedback strategies investigated, and is consistent with all experimental

results reported.

Hypothesis:

For most queries, for every vector v contained in the set R of rele-

vant document vectors there exists at least one vector s contained in the

set S of nonrelevant document vectors such that for some other vector r

contained in R, cos(r,$) is greater than cos(vir). Further, for a signi-

ficant number of queries the prevalence of such relationships effectively

prevents the retrieval of some relevant documents with reasonable precision

by any relevance feedback strategy that constructs only one query on each

iteration.

This hypothesis states in effect that the documents relevant to a

single query are usually found in two or more distinct clusters in the con-

cept vector space, and that these clusters of relevant documents are sepa-

rated from each other by nonrelevant documents. Further, it states that

for a significant number of queries this phenomenon will seriously inter-

fere with the retrieval of some relevant documents regardless of the rele-

vance feedback strategy employed. For any collection in which this hypo-

thesis is true, all relevance feedback algorithms tested in this study are

inappropriate for a significant percentage of retrieval requests. Algo-

rithms constructing more than one query on each feedback iteration are

necessary in such an environment.

The anomalous results of the nported comparisons of positive and



negative feedback support the conclusion that the stated hypothesis is true

in the Cranfield 200 collection. Because this collection is a carefully

chosen subset of a larger collection representative of a well-defined,

technical, limited subject area, this conclusion suggests that multiple

query algorithms or other means of simplifying the distribution of rele-

vant document vectors in the vector set being searched will be needed in

practical automatic retrieval systems.

Section VII contains many recommendations for future research in

relevance feedback. Positive feedback with the combination feedback stra-

tegy that presents more documents to users that judge no documents relevant

on a given iteration is recommended in Section VII-A for environments simi-

lar to the Cranfield 200 collection. Nonrelevant document feedback is

recommended for users who find no relevant documents after a maximum number

of additional documents have been presented. Section VII-B discusses the

evaluation problems encountered in this study. New global measures similar

to normalized recall and normalized precision are suggested. The Quasi-

Cleverdon interpolation method is recommended in perference to Neo-Cleverdon

interpolation for recall-precision curves. Three new evaluation viewpoints

for relevance feedback are suggested, one of which is appropriate to other

areas. A fourth evaluatiorrmethod is discussed and recommended for general

use.

Section VII-D discusses the implications of the conclusion reached

from the hypothesis of Section VII-C for partial search strategies, multiple

query strategies, request clustering, and document space modification. Two

new measures for evaluating the usefulness of a given partition of the docu-

ment collection regardless of the partial search algorithm employed are

presented. The clust.er search algorithm used in earlier studies of Roochio's



clustering algorithm in the SMART system is inappropriate where groups of

documents relevant to the same query are separated by nonrelevant documents,

so a new cluster search algorithm is presented. This new algorithm is

combined with relevance feedback to form a cluster feedback algorithm that

creates a different query to search each document cluster. Several design

considerations for multiple query algorithms, strategies that construct

more than one query to search the same set of documents, are proposed, cul-

minating in a detailed algorithm simple enough to be meaningfully tested

in a small document collection. Finally, request clustering and document

space modification are discussed as possible ways of making multiple query

algorithms unnecessary by additional processing that does not take place

during the search. An algorithm for permanent adaptive alteration of the

document vectors using queries and relevance judgments is constructed by

analogy to a well-tested algorithm that performs a similar function in

adaptive pattern recognition systems.
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